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Abstract 

This thesis is an empiricai analysis of methods to enhance estimates of annuai average 

daily traflïc (AADT) on Manitoba's provincial highways. It develops methods to 

evaluate and improve the Wty of AADT estimates in orcier to enhance the decision- 

making potential of this essential t d i c  statistic. 

Three methods of enhancing AADT estimates are presenw (1) human-intervention 

techniques to evaluate the estimates, (2) developing new tmEc pattern groups (TPGs) 

to improve the representation of provincial highway tratfic patterns, and (3) 

developing a ''transparent" methcxiology for assigning short-count sites to appropriate 

TPGs and controol stations. 

In Manitoba, AADT estimates are produced ttuough the Manitoba Highway Trafnc 

Idormation System (MHTiS). AADT estimates are essentid for the operation of 

highway agencies to perform various transportation-related bctions. This thesis 

describes the engineering needs for AADT estimates and other tranic information in 

the transportation profession in Manitoba 

AADTs can be obtained by direct measurements h m  permanent counters, or by 

estimating h m  a short-count A short-count estimate of AADT is obtained by 

relating the short-count site to a TPG and a contrd station. Estimating AADTs fkom 

short-counts involves a procedure which requires the manipulation of many numbers, 

tables and cornputer programs. During this process, problems can occur which can 

affect the quaiity of AADT estimates that are produced Currently, no systematic 

procedures have been developed for evaluating AADT estimates that are produced 

tbrough the system. 



This thesis develops human-intervention techniques for evduating AADT estimates 

on Manitoba's provincial highways, including visud route consistency checks, 

cornpaison of ciment year estimates with historicai estimates, and checkhg for 

intetsection balancing. These techniques aiiow AADT estimates to be evaluated 

systematidy in order to irnprove its @ty. 

This resean:h also investigates whetber improved TPGs can enbance the quality of 

AADT estimates on Manitoba's provinciai highways. To date, TPGs have been 

developed based on permanent counter data h m  Manitoba This research develops 

new TPGs for an expanded study region consistuig of Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 

based on the premise that trafnc patterns are not affected by the political boundary 

that separates two provinces, rather these patterns are characterized by the 

transportation, activity and flow systems of a region. Based on the analysis 

conducted for this research, the new TPGs are found to improve the quaiity of AADT 

estimates for the majonty of Manitoba's shortîount sites. 

The TPG and control station which are assigned to a short-count site depends on the 

method which is used for assignment An inappropriate ass iment  method leads to 

inconsistent and nonieproducible assigmnents, which in trrm affects the quaiity of 

AADTs estimated fiom short-count sites. This research develops a cbmparent" 

methodology to assign Manitoba's short-count sites to TPGs and control stations. 

Unlike the previous method, the new method involves a documented de-based 

procedure to assign short-count sites to appropriate TPGs and control stations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

1.1 The Thesis 

This thesis is an empiricai analysis of methods to enhance estimates of annuai average 

M y  traffic (AADT) on Manitoba's provincial bighways. The thesis develops 

methods to evaluate and improve the quaiity of M T  estimates in order to enhance 

the decision-making potential of this essential trafnc statistic. 

1.2 Background 

T r a c  data is essential for the operation of highway agencies. The most important 

and commonly used trafnc measurement is AADT. AADT is defined as the number 

of vehicles passing a point on an average day ofa given year, and is measiired in d t s  

of vehicles per &y [Ref. 11. 

In Manitoba, AADT estimates and other trataic infomiation on provincial highways 

are produced by a t d ï c  monitoring system operated jointly by the Manitoba 

Department of Highways and Traosportation (MDHT) and the University of 

Manitoba Transport Information Group m G ) .  In this system, MDHT is 

responsible for cokting tratnc data in the field, and UMTIG is responsible for 

creating summary t r a c  statistics including AADT. 

AADT is the single most important tmtnc meamment produced through the 

MHTIS. AADTs can either be measured directly or estimatecl. Direct measurements 

of AADT are obtained fiom permanent counting stations given perfect operating 

conditions. Permanent counting stations are permanent eanic recording devices 



which operate continuously throughout the year and are iocated on a selected number 

of sites on provinciai highways. 

The AADTs for the majorïty of Manitoba's provincial highways must be estimated 

fiom short-cotmts. These shorti:ouuts are typidy conducted in the Summer months 

for a period of 48-hours twice during a year. Cmmtly, short-counts are conducted 

once every two yaus on roads with &%DT greater than 200 vehicles per &y, and 

once every four years on lower volume roads pef.  21. 

In order to expand a short-count to an AADT estimate, short-count sites are assigned 

to control stations and ûaflic pattern groups (TPGs). A control station is a permanent 

counter which exhibits M a r  tmfnc variations patterns as the short-term count site 

to which it is assigned. A TPG is a group of permanent counters which exhibit 

simüar h;ifnc variation patterns. TPGs are developed by grouping Manitoba's 

permanent counters into different groups, each group consists of a number of 

permanent counters which exhibit similar traffic variation patterns. The short-count is 

expanded to AADT using information fiom its control station or TPG. 

The quaiity of an AADT estimate obtained fiom a short-couut site depends on: (1) the 

procedure used to obtain the estimate, (2) the appropnateness of the TPG (and control 

station) which is assigned to the short-count site, and (3) the method of assigning 

TPGs and control stations to the short-count site. 

The procedure of esthnating AADTs h m  short-cotmts requires the manipulation of 

many numbers and tables and relies heavily on a computerized system. A potential 

shortcoming with this method is that system operation errors can occur in the pmcess 

which c m  affect the quaüty of AADT estimates that are produced. Currently there 

are no systematic methods of checking the redting AADT estimates. This research 

develops human-intervention techniques to systematicaüy evaluate AADT estimates 



in order to detect enors and inconsïstencies, and to improve the quality of the 

The @ty of AADT esha îes  which are derived h m  short-counts also depends on 

the TPG and contml station which are assigneci to the short-comt site. Research by 

Shanna (1996) has fotmd that a short-count site's assignment to a TPG (or control 

station) has more Wuence on its AADT estimaie than the duration of the short-count 

itseK This fiiidiag was ais0 confümed in research by Davis (1997) which indicated 

that a short-cormt estimate of AADT will be close to the true AADT only if the short- 

cotmt site is assignai to an appropriate TPG. This means that a TPG which does not 

reflect the a d  traf6c pattern at the short-count site to which it is assigned wiii 

result in poor qyaiity AADT estimates. Similady, a control station which is 

inappropriately assigned to a short-count site will also result in AADT estimates 

which do not feffect the true AADT at that IocatÏon. 

To date, Mauitoba's TPGs have been developed by using permanent counter data 

Manitoba. This research develops new TPGs for an expanded study region by 

drawing on permanent counter data h m  Manitoba and its neighboring province to 

the West, Saskatchewan. This idea is based on the premise that &c pa- are not 

affected by the politicai boundary that separates the two provinces. TrafFc patterns 

are a fiinctioa of the ûampoaation, activity, and flow systems wîthin the study 

region. The new TPûs developed in this research are evaiuated to determine if it 

improves AADT estimates for Manitoba's short-count sites. 

The quality of AADT estirnates are also affected by the method which is used to 

assign short-count sites to TPûs and contml stations. The curent method is 

inadequately documenteci and does not create repmducible assignments of short-count 

sites to appropriate TPGs and conml stations. The current assignment process 

requires subjective human judgment which can Lead to inconsistent and non- 



ceproducible assignments. This research develops a transparent procedure for 

assigning Manitoba's short-count sites to apptopriate TPGs and control stations. 

Provincial highway AADTs are used in many applications in Manitoba The major 

uses of AADT estimates in Manitoba includes the MDHT and ûansportation 

consuithg fimis. AADT data is required for planning, design, project selection, 

policy m a b g ,  and other engineering-related hctions. The need for accurate trafiïc 

data contiaues to grow as more policy decisions, plans and desipns are based on this 

statistic. 

The use of AADT data to guide decisions is critical. Too low an AADT can result in 

Mequate MC lanes or thickness of pavements causiag low levels of service and 

d a c e  failures. Too high AADT values c m  redt  in overbuildiiig a facility. In both 

cases, inaccurate AADT estimates can resuit in costly errors, and these mors expand 

significmtly as the data are forecast to the design year. 

in addition to king used to guide many decisions in the nansportation profession, 

AADT estimates are also used a s  the foundation of many other eatFc statistics. 

TmfEc statistics such as average Summer daiiy traffïc (ASDT), percent trucks, and 

design hourly volumes are ail expresseci in terms of the highway's AADT. These 

statistics are important for many applications, and would not be meaningfid without a 

reference to the actuai highway trafEc volume. 

The Amencan Association of State and Highway Transportation Otncials (AASHTO) 

Guidelines for T r d c  Monitoring Ptograms [Ref. 5] indicates that out of aü data 

coiiected by state agencies, tratfic data is viewed as king the most commoniy used 

and the most importarit in almost every decision-malong process. The Guidelines 

also point out that the cost of impmving the quality of trafnc data should be compared 



with the cost of providing data users with iess wse data The cost of imprecision, 

and the benefit of increased precision, accumulates each time data are used. The 

Guidelines indicates that puality assurance should be an integral part of a tra£Ec 

monitoring program. 

1.4 Objectives of the Research 

The objectives of this research are: 

To determine the engineering needs for AADT estMates and other trafic 
information in the tranqortation profession in Manitoba 

To develop human-mtervention techniques for evaiuating and Unproving the 
quality of AADT estimates on Manitoba's provinciai highways. 

To develop new TPGs using the expanded permanent counter database nom 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, 

To evaluate how the improved TPGs aIter the AADT estimates at Manitoba's 
short-count sites. 

To develop a systematic methodology which creates repnxluaile assignments of 
TPGs and control stations for short-count sites in Manitoba 

To provide tecornmendations as to how AADT estimates and o t k  related t d E c  
statistics on Manitoba's provincial highways may be M e r  improved. 

1.5 OrguiPtion of the 'Iâesis 

Chapter 2 describes Manitoba's provincial highway network and how M T s  are 
estimated for these highways- 

Chapter 3 describes and g e n d y  evaluates human-intervention techniques for 
enhancing the quality of AADT estimates. 

Chapter 4 describes the engineering needs for AADT estimates and other ûaf6c 
information in the trausportation profession in Manitoba 



Chapter 5 develops new TPGs on Manitoba's and Saskatchewan's provincial 
hïghway networks, and evaluates how the new TPGs affect AADT estimates at 
Manitoba's stiort-count sites- 

Chapter 6 develops a transparent procedure for assigning Manitoba's short-count 
sites to appropriate TPGs and control stations. 

Chapter 7 presents the summary and conclusions of this research and suggests 
recommendatiom for fbrther reseatch, 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Manitoba Highway Traffic Information System 

This chapter describes Manitoba's provincial highway netwodc, explains how t r a c  

on the proMocial highways is monitored thn,ugh the Manitoba Highway T&c 

Monnation System (MMTS) to create estimates of AADT and other summary eafnc 

statistics, and discusses potential shortcomings of the current methods for estimating 

AADTs for Manitoba's provincial highways. 

2.1 Manitoba's Proviacial Highway Network 

There are 315 highways in Manitoba's provincial highway network which total a 

length of approximately 18,000 kilometers. The two types of provincial highways in 

Manitoba are: (1) Provincial Tnmk Highways (PTIF), and (2) Provincial Roads (PR). 

Figure 2-1 shows a map of PTHs and PRs in Manitoba 

There are 51 PTHs in the province, which total approximately 8,000 kilometers of 

highway segments, or forty percent of the provincial highway network. 

There are 264 roads designated as PRs. This accounts for over 10,000 kilometers or 

s ix ty  percent of the total provincial highway network. 



Figure 2-1 

PmvincW Trunk Highmyr (PTH) and Piovincial Rood. (PR) in Manitoh 



23 The Manitoba Bighway Traffîc Information System (MHTIS) 

Trafnc on Manitoba's provincial highways is monitored through the Manitoba 

Highway Traffic Information System (MHTIS). Tratnc monitoring is conducted in 

four phases: (1) trafEc data collection, (2) editing trafnc data, (3) creating surnmary 

t&c statistics, and (4) reporthg summary trafnc statistics. Each of these steps are 

discussed in detail in the followhg sections, and simimarized in Figure 2-2. 

2.2.1 T-c Data CoUection 

Provincial highway t r a c  data is collected by MDHT using permanent and portable 

trafEc monitoring equipment. MDHT's tratnc data collection program is currentiy 

made up of four main components: 

1. l n s  Pro- - this program is  designed to monitor 
aafnc continuously at selected locations thtoughout the province, and is the 
foundation of the trafic information system. Permanent counting stations employ 
the use of permanentiy insîaiied tmfEc recording devices which operate 
continuously throughout the year. Cmentiy, there are nfty-seven pennanent 
counting stations in Manitoba Figure 2-3 shows a map of the locations of 
permanent counting stations in Manitoba 

2. S n s  P- Cov- S m  - the 
majority of Manitoba's provincial highways are monitored through the short-term 
counting program. Currently, there are 2013 sites counted under the coverage 
count pro- in Manitoba. Short-term count sites are counted on a two- or four- 
year cycle. Sites which have an AADT of greater than 200 veh/day are counted 
once every two years, lower volume sites are counted once every four years. 

Two types ofequiprnent are used for coliecting short-counts in the field: loop and 
tube counters. A loop counter is capable of detecting a vehicle as it passes by the 
count location and records one count for each vehicle that passes. Tube countea 
detect axles of a vehicle. It records once count for every two axles that pass by 
the counter. Tube counts mut be corrected with axle correction factors psior to 
being summarized. 

. . 
3. W e u M o b n  .. - WiMl pnd 4utPma,tic Vehiçle W e r  - 

these stations monitor vehicle weights and classifications. There are currently 
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The Manitoba Bighway Trafiïc Idormation System 
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Tbe collection of trafflc data is the cesponsibiiity of MDHT and involves 
the use of permanent and portable WC countiug equipment. T&c data 
is coilected through four main pmgrams: permanent couating stations, 
short-term countmg staîions, AVC/WïM stations, and special couats 
(includimg intersection tuni8ig movement comts and town counts). 

AAer data is coiiected, it is sent to UMlIG via modem, on count 
sheets or on disk for processing, At W G  traffc data is edited 
(scneeoed) to remove emrs and anomalies, The purpose of editing t&ic 
data to ensure that field measuremeats are valid prior to king summarized 
and reported Editing incorporates criteria h m  ASTM standards, Raw 
data which are deemed to be mappropriate for firrther analysis are removed 
fiom the master database, however, none of the data are patched or filled in. 

The most important phase of the MHlïS is creating summacy traffic 
statistics. T M c  iaformation is of little use if it is provided to data users in 
its raw form. M a t  is more commonly aeeded is a summary of the d a  At 
M G ,  trafic data are summarized into statistics ùicluding AADT, 
ASDT, percent trucks, and 30th bighest hours. 

The final step in the M H T l S  is reporthg summary trafic stathtics. 
Currently, t r a c  data on Manitoba's provincial highways is reported 
in four sources: Tr&c on Maniioba Highwqys, T i c k  Tr@c on Manitoba 
Highwuys, Station Detail Reports, and tbrough the MHTIS Intemet site. In 
addition, WC data can also be obtained h u g h  the H e l p h k  at 
M G ' S  office at the University of Manitoba 



meen W A V C  sites located throughout the province. MDHT recently 
purchased eight new AVC counters to increase coverage of truck data collection 
sites in the province. 

4. &x&h&u& - these consist of intersection niming movement counts and town 
comts. Special counts are conducted on an as-tequest basis ody. 

23.2 Editing Ttilfjic Data 

After tmnic data have been collected in the field, they are edited. Editing eafnc data 

involves screening the mw data to remove (1) emrs and anomalies which may be 

present due to counter maifûnctions, (2) counts which may be conducted during 

atypical periods such as festivals and musuai weather conditions, and (3) counts 

which are Less than the specified minimum count duration, 48-hours. 

Data nom permanent counting stations are received at UMTIG through modem. The 

data are screened according to the critena set by ASTM standards which include: 

Checkhg data for sudden increases or decreases in t d E c  volume 
Checking data for repeated zeroes. 

Data which are suspecteci to contain ermrs or anomalies are removed h m  the master 

database. This master database stores aii current year t r a c  volume data fiom 

permanent counting stations, short-terrn counting stations and W A V C  stations. 

Short-term counts are teceived at UMTIG in the fonn of count sheets. This data is 

entered manuaiiy into the master database by an operator. The raw counts are 

checked io ensure that minimum count durations have been completed, the minimum 

count duration for short-tenn counts is 48-hours [Ref. 21. Data which are suspected to 

be erron or anomalies are rejected but not patched (missing values or not filled in). 



Figure 2-3 

L d o n s  of Psrmanant Counting Stations in Manitoba 



Similar to the permanent cowting stations program, W A V C  data are downloaded 

at UMTIG via modem once a week. The data are processed using the SHOWMAN+ 

software which is capable of produchg hourly volume counts fiom the raw data files. 

The screened data is then saved into the master database. 

UEIîIIG receives tuming movement count data via modem and town count data on 

count sheets similar to data for short-term counts. No screening procedures have been 

implemented to verify tuming movement counts. Town counts are processed and 

checked in the same way as the short-term count data 

2.2.3 Creating Summary TrZIfjic Statistics 

Summarization of trafnc data is a critical part of the trafic monitoring process. The 

AASHTO Guidelines indicates that when aaffic data are summarized they aiso have 

the potential to be dsused @Zef. 41. I f  summarization is inconsistent or 

inappropriate, the results can be misleading. 

At UMTIG, WC data are summarized using standard procedures to produce 

statistics includiag AADT, average summer daily tranic (ASDT), highest hourly 

volumes, and percent trucks. The procedures used to produced these summaries are 

weil-documented, consistent, clau, and reproducible. 

2.2.4 Estimatiiig AADT 

The single most important piece of WC data produced through the MHTIS is 

AADT. AADT represents the number of vehicles that use a road on an average day 

of the year. AADTs are estimated fkom three major sources (1) permanent counting 

stations, (2) short-term counting stations, and (3) W A V C  stations. 



At permanent count sites, AADT estimates are d e  at the end of the data year based 

on standard methods specined by ASTM Standard Practice E1442-94, Standard 

Practice for Highway-Tr@c Monitoring, and the AASHTO Guidelines for Tr@c 

Data Progrm Bef, 41. The following describes this procedure: 

1. Calculate the seven monthly average days of the week (MADW), fiom Monday 
through Sunday for each month. 

2. Calculate the monthly average daily hatnc (MADT) for each month. This is 
simply the sum of the month's MADWs àïvided by the number of MADWs 
(usuaüy seven MAD Ws for each month). 

3. Calculate the AADT by dividing the surn of the MADTs by the number of 
MADTs ( d y  12 MADTs for each data year). 

This procedure is shown by an example for station 25, Iocated in Manitoba on PTH 1 

just east of the Manitoba and Saskatchewan border. To calcuiate the 1995 AADT for 

this station, the Grst step is to calculate the seven MADWs f?om January until 

December 1995. Next, the MADWs are caiculated as the average of the MADTs for 

each month, shown in Table 2-1. Finally, the AADT is estimated by averaging the 12 

MADTs, aad rounding the value to the nearest 10 vehicles. 

Table 2-1 
Calculation of AADT for Station 25 on PTH 1 

Mon - 
2422 

1- 

1968 

25m 

3432 

2544 

5060 

391 2 

2920 

2712 

2232 

1392 - 

Fri - 
1335 

2112 

3177 

3027 

31- 

4344 

4392 

4344 

41 23 

31 20 

242û 

2944 - 



Short-term counts are expanded to AADT estimates by using one of two methods: 

control stations or trafnc pattern groups. A control station is a permanent counter 

which exhibits sMilar tratnc flow patterns as that of the short-temi count site. if 

data for the conml station is not avdable for expandïng the short-texm count then the 

short-term count is expanded based on a traf5c pattern group. A h@cpattem group 

is a groq of permanent comters which exhibit similar temporal tmfnc 

chter i s t ics .  Since the tratnc pattern at a short-count site is tmknown, the short- 

count site is assigneci to a TPG and a control station in order to esthate AADT h m  

the short-count- 

To estimate the AADT at a short-count site usî~g a control station or a TPG, a 

'"factorless" expansion procedure is used. This expansion method relates the short- 

count period to that of its control station or its TPG in order to estimate AADT: 

(Equation 2.1) [Ref. 11 

where the AGDT at the short-term count site (to be 
calculated) . 
t d i c  volume recordai at the short-term count site. 
the AADT at the site's control station 
the traffic volume at the site's control station during the 
same time period as the short-term count. 

This method was developed by Lucas [Ref. 11, and has the advantage over traditional 

methods because it does not rem calcuiation of fixed expansion factors. This 

allows short-tenn count estimates to be made at the end of the &ta year instead of 

having to fkst develop expansion facors. In addition, his method has ken  shown to 

produce consistent and redistic AADT estimates [Ref. 11. This method assumes that 

musual phenornena such as musual weather conditions affect both the short-term 



counter and its control station. Localized events are still checked to ensure tbat it is 

accotmted for by both counters before eStimating the AADT at the short-terni counter. 

Short-cotmts which are conducted using tube counters must be corrected for axle 

counts using an d e  correction fwor. This factor is determined using the foiIowing 

equation: 

Axle Correction Factor = (1 - %T) + (2.5 x %T) (Equation 2.2) 2)et 11 

where %T = Percent trucks at the Iocation, 

The calcdation of AADT for a short-term cotmt is shown by an example. Consider a 

short-count that was taken at Station 357 (combined direction) which is Iocated on 

PTH 5, south of PTH 1 in 1995. The short-count data that was recorded by the field 

crew is shown in Table 2-2. This table shows the dates and times when the short- 

CO- were started, the end dates and times of the count, the type of conter used to 

coikt the counts, as wel1 as the achial raw trafEc counts that were recorded during 

this @O& 

Table 2-2 

Short Coant at Station 357, West of PTH 5 

1 Stn 1 Ditn 1 SM Date ) SW Time 1 End Date 1 End Time 1 Laog? 1 Count 1 Hwy [ Location ûesuiption 1 

Since the count at Station 357 was conducted using a loop cornter it does not need to 

be corrected using an axle correction fmor (if the count was conducted using a tube 

counter, the raw counts must first be corrected using the axle correction factor before 

expansion). The control station for shortcount Station 357 is Station 24 [Ref. 7. 
Based on the short-count information shown in Table 2-2, the raw counts during these 



same periods at Control Station 24 were IO228 vehicles for the f k t  period, and 

1 1836 vehicles for the second period The AADT for Control Station 24 in 1995 was 

4570 [Ref. f]. 

The AADT for Station 357 is caidated as the average of the two AADTs obtained 

h m  the two counts, shown below: 

AADT,=1950 AADT, = 1770 

The AADT estimate for Station 357 is: 1/2(195û+1770) = 1860. 

This is the AADT estimate which is reporteci for Station 357 for the year 1995. 

W A V C  s u  
M T  estimates fiom WIWAVC data are produced in the same manner as the 

permanent counting stations. At the present the, WB4 equipment does not produce 

diable tmfEc counts or vehicle weights. Further research is king conducted to 

analyze and enhance the utility of data fiom WIM ûa5c  recording devices. 

CloUPfS 

Town counts are currently not expanded to an AADT because there are no control 

stations located within toms to d o w  appropriate expansion of short-term counts that 

are conducted within towns. Currently, tom counts are reported in the annual report 

as the raw count divided by the number ofdays which the count was conducted. AU 

town counts obtained in this marner are flagged to note that these counts are obtained 

in a different manner than regular short-term counts. 



Tuming movement counts are aiso not expanded to AADT estimates because the 

majority of these couats are conducted within towns. 

Mer tratfic data has ken edited and mmmïd, it is reported. M G  reports 

AADT and relateci trafEc estimates in five sources. Table 2-3 Summarues the types 

of üafEc reports produced through the MEïïiS and the fiequency of production of 

each source. 

In addition, trafnc data users can obtain AADT data and other trafic statistics 

through the blHlTS Help Desk at the University of Manitoba Users can request 

trafic information by phone, fax, or e-md. 



Table 2-3 

Types of T-c Data Reports Produceà through the MnTIS 

Station Detail Reports I 
Tuming Movement Count Reports 

MHTlS Internet site 

. . - - - - - - - - - - - 
This annual report lis& tmfk stîtistia f r m  

In addRion, this report indudes a m o n  which 
d e s a i  the mafhodology used to obtain 
tram statWcs, a r i  of the raw short-terni 
count data. and its assignments to P G s  and 
contml -ans, Also induded is a ssaion on 
how usen can oMah M c  statisti~s through 
the Internet. and maps showing the locations of 
permanent and short-bmi caunten in the 
pMnc8. 

This report details truck ûafîic on Manitoba's 
pravincÏal highways in temis of truck flows and 
truck dassifications. 

These standard reports show dstaikd 
information about specific traflic monitoring 
$taüons- Information prssented in these reports 
indude a compkte description of the station. 
the MOT. ASDT. 30th highest hour, petcent 
trucks, TPG, and control station, 

Raw traffÏc eounts for the 14-hour aunt period 
and expandeci 24-hour esîimates am produ&. 
Tuming moMment caunts are rsported as 
sithar car-tnick-pedastnan type studii or 
WAvehida  dassitication ltudias. 

In thÏs msthod, users can accaJs ttaffic 
-0 by pointhg and d i n g  on individual 
W n s  shown on the m p  or by entering a 
specific count ttabion nurnber. 

The types of tfaffc data m g a ~  induâes 
W s  rince 1989 (whefe ava~bbk). ASDT, 
wcant trucks, the wntrul station and tr-c 
naüem gtoup which the station Q assignaci to. 

On-request 
Updated on an annual 
basis. 

8 A r i  of ihe sites counted 
in the data year are 
pubïuhed in a report 
format at the end of the 
year. 
Usem can access M c  
staüstics at any time. 
7he site is updated on an 
annual bais. 



23 Potentiai Probkms with the Ciment Method of Estimating AADTs 

The current method of estimahg AADTs is based on standard procedures. These 

methods are transparent and produce reproducible resuits. This means that given a 

raw traffic count for a permanent or short-count site, the AADT estimate for that site 

can be re-created by using the same procedure- Aithough these methods allow the re- 

creation of AADT estimates for any count site, the entire procedure requires the 

manipulation ofmany numbers and tables, which can result in many sources of emr. 

in 1995, 1,006 sites were counted uader the short-count pmgram, and based on these 

sites a total of 2,158 surveys were conducteci (most sites are typically counted twice, 

others are counted more ofien). Each of these surveys are edited and processed in 

order to create AADT estimates. Seved pmblems can occur durhg this process due 

to the h d b g  and manipulation of nmerous databases and numbers. Some of these 

problems may occur due to system operating emn, and the others may be a result of 

human errors. Several potentiai sources of error include: 

insutFicient cornputer resources 
roundingerrors 
hadequate screening procedures 
transfer of data between different medium 
human-error 

Any one of these problems can redt in poor quaiity AADT estimates king 

produced. To date, no systematic methods have ken developed to evaluate AADT 

estimates that are produced through the cuneot AADT estimation process. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Enhancing AADT Estimates through 

Human-lntewention Techniques 

This chapter develops human-intervention techniques for evaluatiag and improving 

the quaiity of AADT estimates on Manitoba's provincial highways. The human- 

intervention techniques discussed in this chapter are mute consistency checks, 

comparison of currerît year AADT estimates with histoncal AADT estimates, and 

checking for intersection balancing. 

3.1 Introduction 

The previous chapter discussed potential shortcomings of the current method of 

estimating AADT in Manitoba, which involves a compiex procedure requhhg the 

manipulation of numbers, tables and several cornputer programs. These problems 

give rise to the development of human-intervention techniques to improve the quality 

of AADT estimates on Manitoba's provincial highways. 

Three different human-intervention teciiniques are presented in this research to 

evaluate AADT estimates: (1) route consistency, (2) comparison of current year 

AADT estimates with histoncal AADT estimates, (3) intersection balancing 

techniques. 

3.2 Route Coasistency 

Route consistency involves examining AADT estimates in a spatial context to 

iden* irregularities in tmEc volume estimates. An effective method for conducting 

route consistency checks is by using a Geographic information System (GIS). The 



GIS is used to plot a highway map which shows scaled-AADT estunates. AADT 

estimates are displayed graphicaiiy using a scaied-line theme, where the thickness of 

the line represents the AADT at the location. This dows discontinuities in aafnc 

estimates, such as sudden increases or decreases in AADT dong a roadway to be 

identifieci by the data analyst. 

An example of how a route consistency check is conducted for Provincial Trunk 

Highway 11 (PTH 11) is shown in Figrne 3-1 (a) and (b). The traf35c fiow maps were 

plotted using Transead, a GIS-based software, and show the 1995 AADT estimates 

on each highway link as a scaied-line theme. Figure 3-1 (b) shows the enlargement of 

PTH Il, in addition, it shows the combined AADT estimates for 1995 on each 

highway liak. Each Link has ken assigned to a control station, which is the source of 

the AADT estimate dong that Iuik. 

To begin the route consistency check, a starting point on PTH 11 is selected, in this 

case, the starting point is selected just east of the intersection of PTH 1 I and PTH 59. 

The first link on PTH 11 has an M T  of 750 vehicles per day, the co~ect ing link to 

the east bas an AADT of 2370 vehicles per &y. This représents a sixty-eight percent 

increase in t r a c  volume, and is flagged for m e r  analysis to determine the source 

of the inconsistency. Either one or both of the Links couid be potential sources of 

error. 

The control stations assigned to each of these highway links are Station 119 for the 

fïrst iink, and Station 659 for the second link. The actuai t d c  counts at these 

stations are show in Table 3-1. The actual t r d c  counts at both of the stations appear 

to be as expected, with approximately the same or slightly higher volumes in July 

compared to May and June. Based on these CO-, the AADT is recaiculated and 



Figure 3-1 (b) 
Combined MOTS (1991) for PTH 11 



produces the same estimates, 750 and 2370 vehicles per day. This shows that the 

original AADTs have been correctiy determineâ, and therefore no sources of error c m  

be identifieci using this method. 

Table 3-1 

Actod Trafüc Counb at Stations 119 and 659 on PTE 11 

Moving fiirther to the east of PTH 11 nnds that the tdEc volume increases to 4140 

vehicles, wbich represents a forty-three percent increase. This increase in trafnc 

could be due to two things: (1) the location of the t o m  of Pine Falls nearby, or (2) it 

codd mean that AADT estimate for this Link is of poor quaiity. In order to 

investigate whether there has been any error in the estimation process, the count 

station for this link is flagged, and the actual counts are retrieved. The data for 

Station 1 18, which is the control station for this link is shown in Table 3-2, 

L 

Stn 
119 
119 
659 
659 

Table 3-2 

Actual T-c Counts for Station 118 on PTH 11 

Ditn 
C 
C 
C 
C 

Inspection of the actual trafnc counts for Station 118 in Table 3-2 shows that 

dthough both counts were taken in the summer months approximately one month 

apart, the firçt count is sipnincantly higher tban the second count. The typical tra£Ec 

flow pattern on this route is a high Sutrzmer peak in the months of Juiy and August, 

due to its proximity to the popular Lake Winnipeg kaches area The higher t r a c  

count in May and June does not fit the expected pattern for PTH 11. Based on this 

I 

S M  Date 
95.05.30 
95.07.1 1 

95.û5.31 
95.07.1 O 

S b  
118 
118 

LO0p3 
N 
N 
N 
N 

End Date 
95.06.01 
95.07.13 
95.06.02 
95-07-12 

LO0p3 
N 
N 

Count (vehi i )  
1794 
2391 
6417 
62?2 

Count (vehides) 
12313 
8104 

Dir'n 
C 
C 

Stat Date 
95.05.31 
95.07.1 O 

End Date 
95.06.02 
95.07.1 2 



information, it can be concluded that there is a problem with the actuaI trafEc counts 

at Station 118, which is the source of the high AADT estimate at this location. The 

discrepancy in the raw tmtnc counts shouid be recorded, and a copy of this should be 

sent to MDHT to v- the count either by recouming in the field or referring back 

to origiiial count sheets. 

This example shows how a route consistency checks dows any inconsistent AADT 

estimate to be reconsidered in fûrther detaü to determine the cause of error, or 

provide exphnations as to why the AADT estimate does not fit the pattern on that 

route. Although this method is manuai and requires subjective human judgment, it 

does aiiow discontuiuities in AADT esthates to be highlighted. The r e d t  is to 

produce better quaiity AADT estimates for provincial highways. 

3 3  Cornparison of Cumnt Year AADT Estimata wïth Eistorical AADT 

Estimates 

The AADT for any short-terni count site that is reported at the end of a given year is 

an estimated vaIue, and its true valw is unknown. This poses a problem for anaiysis 

purposes because it does not dlow one to detennine whether an estimate reflects the 

true situation at any site, or the quality of that estimate. 

One method of i d e n m g  possibiy poor quaiity AADT estimates is by cornparhg 

current year AADT estimates with historical AADT estimates. Comparing estimates 

in this method allows sites which exhibit a sipnincant cliffierence in AADT between 

the given years to be flagged. AADT estimates can be affefted by the estimation 

procedure and the representativeness of a short-term count site's assignment to a TPG 

and control station. On the other han& some chaage in AADT is expected fiom year- 

to year due to population growth, the development of new communities, or the 

construction of a new highway which may redirect tratnc to and h m  other existing 



highways. This change is inevitable, however, in general, the traffic in most locations 

thmughout the province are aot signincantly afEected by these changes. As a result, 

auy location which exhi'bits a sipnincant change in AADT h m  one year to the next 

should be flagged and reasons for that occuirence must be provided. This aiiows 

potential errors or anomaIies to be removed, and expianations for any signifïcant 

change in AADT to be provided. 

In order to conduct this cornparison for 1995 AADT estirnates, several graphs are 

plotted to show the 1995 and corresponding 1993 AADT estimate for each site, 

shown in Figures 3-2 (a) - (e). Each point on the graph represents a count station; the 

value on the x-axis shows the station's 1993 AADT and the y-axis shows the station's 

1995 AADT estimate. 

The graphs are separated into different ranges of AADT - low volume sites and high 

volume sites. This is to account for the inherent traffic variation on roads with 

diffierent trafinc volumes. Lower volume roads have greater variabilites than higher 

volume roads, meaning that larger variations of tratfic volume are expected on these 

roads Fef. 11. 

For example, a short-count site which was ceported having an AADT in 1993 of 200 

vehicles per day bas an AADT in 1995 of 400 vehicles per day, and this represents a 

100 percent increase in traffic volume. However, thk large percent ciifference 

translates to a merence in the number of vehicies of only 200 vehicles, which is 

expected for a low volume road due to the nature of oafnc variabiiity on low volume 

roads. On the other hand, the same 100 percent increase in trafEc on a higher volume 

road with an AADT of 5,000 vehicles per day represents a difference of 5000 vehicles 

per day. Such a large increase in tmflic is not expected pdcularly if there have been 

no significant changes in land use, roadway development or other improvements in 

the region. Hence, on higher volume roads a greater percent ciifference between year- 

to-year estimates is of more importance than on lower volume roads. 



Figtue 3-2 (a) - (e) 

Compuiron of 1995 and 1993 AADT Estimata 



[n order to compare equivdent sites in terrns of the inherent variabüity, the sites are 

groupeci into five different ranges of AADT estirnates. Sites which have a 1995 

AADT of l e s  than 500 vehicles per &y (low volume) are shown in Figure 3-2(a), 

and sites where the AADTs are betsveen 5,000 and 10,000 vehicles per &y (high 

volume) are shown in Figure 3-2(e). The other graphs (Figures 3-2 (b) - (c)) show 

AADT estimates that fd within the moderate range (between 500 vehicles per &y 

and 5,000 vehicles per day). 

Each gtaph also shows a series of percent diGerence iines. For example, the +50% 

ciiffierence h e  in Figure 3-2 (a) indicates the lhe where the 1995 estimates digér 

fiom the 1993 estimates by +50%, Similarly, the -50% difference line represents the 

h e  where the 1995 estimates diffa from the 1993 estimates by -50%. L€ there is no 

merence in the 1995 estimate h m  the 1993 estimate, the points should fail on the 

0% Merence Line as indicated in the same figure. 

These figures dong with the percent diffkrence Lines dows inconsistent estimates to 

be identified in a systematic and progressive way. After inconsistent estimates have 

been identified, these estimates can be evaiuated in firrther detail to either accept or 

reject an estimate, and explanations as to why there is such a signiticant merence 

between the different years' estimates must be provided 

This technique is used to analyze and compare the 1995 AADT estimates with 1993 

AADT estimates. An example of a station which is identined as having a large 

dflerence in AADT between 1993 and 1995 is Station 205 (combined direction), 

located on PTH 9, no& of the no& junction with PTH 9A. The 1995 AADT 

estimate for this station is 3,470 vehicles per &y and the 1993 AADT estimate was 

4,600 vehicles per &y, which represents a 25 percent decrease in AADT over the two 

years. 



The next step is to check these estimates agaiost each other and provide exphnations 

as to which estimate is more appropriate based on the actual trafnc counts and the 

average summer daiiy t d E c  (ASDT). This information is shown in Table 3-3 for 

Station 205. 

The fÙst row of comt information shown in Table 3-3 corresponds to the comt 

period when this station was f k t  counted in 1995 (June 13 - 16, 1995). The secoad 

row of count information conesponds to the second p i o â  when this station was 

counted in 1995 (Sept 18 - 20,1995). 

Table 3-3 

Cornparison of 1995 and 1993 AADT Estimates for Station 205 on PTH 9 

The actual counts can be used as a basis of evaluating the 1995 estimate compared to 

the 1993 estimate. Since the counts were conducted during the m e r  months, the 

SuIzUIler trafnc volume is expected to be -ter than the mual average. In 1995, the 

ASDT for this site is 1 16 percent of the AADT, which translates to 4,025 vehicles per 

day. Based on the two t d E c  counts, the average daily tmEc (ADT) is caiculated as 

the actual count divided by the number of days when the count was conducted, 

resulting in 4,139 and 3,669 vehicles per &y respectively. These values are close 

(three-percent and aine-percent ciifference, respectively) to the summer t r a c  volume 

of 4,025 vehicles. These values are also greater than the estimatecl AADT for 1995 

which is 3,470 vehicles per &y. However, the M T  estimate for 1993, 4,600 

vehicles pet &y, is greater than the summer trafEc volume. This cannot be explained 

fiom the basic mathematical calculations. 

Stn 

205 

2 0 5 C  

Difn 

C 

93AADT 

4600 

4600 

95AADT 

3470 

3470 

End Date 

95.06.16 

95.092û 

Stat Date 

95.06.13 

95-09-18 

No.ofDays 

3 

2 

Loop? 

N 

N 

Count 

12417 

7338 

ADT 

4139 

3669 

ASDT% 

116 

116 

ASDT 

4025 

4025 



B d  on this analysis, it is concluded tbat 1993 AADT estimate for Station 205 is 

The sum of t d E c  entering an intersedon must equal the sum of t d E c  Ieaving that 

intersection. The method of intersection baIancing identifies intersections which do 

not balance. After i d e n m g  the imbaianced hkmxtions, the AADT estimates on 

the individual highway links that make up that intersection are evaluated. 

The evaiuation considers the inheretlt tratnc variabiiity an intersection. Low volume 

intersedons which are inherently more vatïable than hi& volume intersections are 

expected to have a greater degree of irnbalance compared to higher volume 

intersections. Hence, this must dso be taken into consideration during the evaiuation 

procesa 

An example of an intersection which does not balance is shown in Figure 3-3. 

Figure 3-3 

Eumple of an <Imb.linceP intendon 



This example shows a four-leg intersection, labeled by A, B, C, and D and the 

correspoading AADT estimares on each of those Links. If the AADT estimates for 

any two of the legs are added, it does not equal the sum of the AADT estimates of 

remaining two legs. Similarly, if tbe AADT estimates for any three legs of this 

intersection are summed, the resultiog value does not equd the AADT estimate on the 

fourth leg. Based on the method of intersection balancing, the intersection is 

idenmecl as beiug imbalanced, and the conesponding AADT estimates on each of the 

highway Liaks A, B, C, and D are examined in f ider  detaü to determine the cause of 

the imbalance. An automateci system which wiU facilitate more efficient checking of 

AADT estimates on provincial highway intersections is curr~ntly king developed 

[Ref. 31. 

3.5 Other Tecimiqua for Enbancing AADT Estimates 

Other techniques which may be able to enhance AADT estimates are: 

Incorporatiug feedback fiom data users 

TdEc data users may be aware of specific system or locational characteristics 
which shouid be highiighted. For example, residents of the town of Steinbach 
may be more aware of local WC conditions in their area such as the occurrence 
of a special event or an unusual weather condition, which may affect counts taken 
in that m a  during that the. The input which they c m  provide about these 
matters can be used to remove musual counts fiom the database, which in tum 
redts in a cleaner dataset. 

Identifying hconsistencies in AADT estimates through this method may be an 
effective method for hproving its quaiity because it incorporates input about 
actual trafEc conditions. Curredy, users are able to phone, fax, mail or e-mail in 
any comments which they may have about specifïc t d i c  conditions to the 
MHTIS office. The knowledge gained through feedback fiom other users should 
be kept on a database for fbture reference. 

The quality of AADT estimates on Manitoba's provincial highways may be 
improved by utiiizing an integrated t d ï c  count database. Currently, each 
province/jurisdiction conducts its own tratnc comts on roads which lie in theu 



jurisdictions. Manitoba shouid consider integrating its trafnc count database with 
those of aeighbouring jurisdictions UicLuding the City of Winnipeg, 
Saskatchewan, Ontario, North Dakota and Minnesota to enhance the 
understanding of trafnc movements in this region. The use of an integrated count 
database such as this may redt  in improved AADT estimates ancilor reduced 
trafnc monitoring costs since sÏte!s which have a M y  been counted by one 
highway agency can be shared with other highway agencies, and need not be 
duplicated. 

Cordon counts are trafEc counts which are taken on roads dong jurisdictional 
boundaries by the respective officials. These counts can be used to improve the 
quality of AADT estimates on the related highways. For example, AADT 
estirnates for the section of PTH 75 which lies just north of the Manitoba-U.S. 
border are produced at the MHTIS using the standard expansion method. 
However, the trafEc comt at this location is known in exact by the officials at 
US-Canada Customs office. These exact counts shodd be used to check against 
estimated AADTs to detemiine how closely these two values relate to each other 
and to identify emrs or inconsistencies. Similar counts for other highways 
should also be used as a method of evaiuating AADT estimates on Manitoba's 
provincial highways. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Traffic Data Needs in Manitoba 

This chapter describes the cunent AADT and other trafEc data a& of traftic data 

users in Manitoba. Motmation for this chapter was obtained h m  a survey of trafïïc 

data needs that was conducted during the months of November 96 - January 97. 

One important part of the MHTIS is determining how well it is serving the needs of 

trafic &ta usm. In Manitoba, AADT and other types of traflic data on provincial 

highways is requind by the Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportatïon 

(MDHT), transportation engineering codt ing nmis, and the general public. Each 

of these data users may require different types, formats, and accuracies of tratnc data 

to support their fimctions. 

The most recent m e y  of tratnc data needs was conducted in early 1992 before the 

implementation of the Manitoba Highway Tranic Information System (MHTIS). 

Since then, no work has been undertaken to review these data ne& to provide an up- 

todate account of trafnc data needs in Manitoba 

This chapter reports and describes the curent tratnc data needs of the various tratFc 

data users in Manitoba. These trafic data needs were obtained thugh a survey of 

data users conducted during the months of November 96 - Jmuary 97. The resuits of 

the w e y  are used to determine key areas of improvement and change which should 

be made to the current t r a c  monitoring system. 

The objectives of this m e y  were to d e t d e :  

(1) the types of traac data required by M c  data users to perform their hctions. 
(2) the importance, formats, and accuracy requUed of each type of trafic data. 



(3) the importance of trafnc data conceming low volume ma& in theu fimctions. 
(4) the level of satisfaction with the current tratnc monitoring program, and changes 
and improwments which can be made to enhance the patnc monitoring system in 
Manitoba. 

The m e y  consisted of personai and telephone interviews with the major traftic data 

users in Manitoba Four major groups of data users were sweyed: (1) The Manitoba 

Department of Eghways and Tmnsportation (MDHT); (2) Manitoba Department of 

Industry, Trade and Tourism; (3) Transportation Codt ing  Oroups; (5) ûther Tra86c 

Data Users. 

The txaflïc data requirements were obtained through personal and telephone 

interviews with staff  members of MDHT, transportation collsulting fimu, and other 

users. The individuals who participated in this survey are acknowledged at the end of 

this chaptet 

The types of data requested by the trafnc data user was assessed according to three 

critena: (1) its relative importance; (2) the fkequency at which it is required; (3) the 

level of detaii requked. The foliowing describes each of these criteria in M e r  detail. 

Iqorfunce: The impo-ce of each type of data to each tratnc data user is rated as 
either (1) essential to the data user's operations; (2) useful but not 
essential; (3) interesthg but not often used; or (4) of  no interest. 

Froquency: The fkequency at which the data is needed is desCnbed as either: (1) 
anaual; (2) Wquent; (3) special-needs basis. 

Detai'k The level of detail required for the data are described as either (1) 
individual sites; (2) summarized by highway sections; (3) summarized 
by regions; (4) province-wide. 



The results of the swey are presented in the foiiowing order: 

Section 4.3.1 presents the survey resuits of trafnc data uscrs within the Manitoba 
Department of Highways and Transportation; 
Section 43.2 presents the siwey results of the Manitoba Department of Industry, 
Trade and ToUnsm; 
Section 43.3 piesents the survey d t s  of transportation consuithg groups in 
Manitob~ and 
Section 4.3.4 presents the survey results of other hafnc data users. 

43.1.1 Engineering and Tecbnicd Services Division 

The Design Branch handies the conceptuai, f'unctional, and geometric designs for 
roadway projects in Manitoba. The Branch is responsible for coordinathg activities 
fiom the Planning, Design and Access Management sections. 

Daia Requirements 

AADT - this is considered to be the most important of all the trafnc data needed 
by the Branch. 
Intersection tlrming movement counts 
PercentTrucks 
Vehicle classifications 
Hourly tratnc volumes, including peak hour volumes 

Accutacy 

An emr range of 110% in trafnc data estimates is satisfactory for this Branch's 
purposes, however, noal decisions are always made based on engineering judgment. 

Low Volume Roads 

Design work usuaiiy involves roads with AADT of greater than 500 vehicles per day. 
Less fkequent counting on low volume roads is acceptable. It was indicated that tbere 
is no need to count on low volume roads more than once every three to five years. 



Growth rates can be appiied to determine the AADTs in years when these roads are 
not counted. 

Changes and Ikpmvenmtts fo the Current Systent 

Generally, this Branch feels that the current reporting pmcedure through the 
annual report TrMc on Mmitoba Highways is satisfactory in meeting their data 
n&. However, the Branch prefers to have exact figures of average hourly and 
monthly eafnc variations iastead of graphs. This information is currnitly shown 
in graphitai fom in Tr@c on Manitoba Highways 1995. 
Increased coverage of classification count sites in Manitoba. It was indicated that 
more sites should be classilied according to the FHWA 13 vehicle classification 
scheme to pmvide a more accurate pi- of truck trafEc on Manitoba's 
provincial highways. 
The Branch kquentiy requires intersection and town counts to be done on a 
special request basis. These speciai counts should be indexed or recorded in a 
report so that the branch c m  refer to the locations of special colmts whifh have 
already been done in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of counts. 
Finally, the Planning and Design Branch would Like to obtain a large-scale trafnc 
flow map of the province. This is a useful and efficient method to reference 
trafnc volumes on individual highway sections. It is preferable that this map is 
included as part of Trmc on Mmitoba Highways. 

The Programming Branch is responsible for four fiuictions: 

(1) Providing proposed annuai highway construction programs for the Department. A 
program consists of a number of projects which require hding, for example a 
highway design project, highway construction pmject, or maintenance and 
resltrfacing work. These projects are proposed by the various branches within the 
Department including the Construction and Maintenance Division, Highway Planning 
and Design Division, and regioaal offices. The Programmïng Branch is responsible 
for prioritizing these projects and submitting these for h a 1  approval by the Minister 
of Highways. 
(2) Producing a highway inventory report which is an inventory and appraisal of 
existing conditions on Provincial Trunk Highways and Provincial Roads each year. 
(3) Provide coordination for land acquisition. 
(4) Provide coordination for utility reviews. 



Data Requirements 

AADT - this statistic is considerd essentid and the most fkquently used 
Percent Trucks - this is also regardecl as essentiai and is f?equently used by the 
branch. 
Vehicle kiiometers of ûavel 
Design hourly volumes 

AU of these statistics are cequired by highway sections for the entire province. 

The Department is currently developing a new Link-node system for subdividing the 
provincial highway network. This may resuit in a new control section map with a 
change in the way Links are defined Further work is required to develop a new 
inventory system. 

Accurate tr&c data is critical to this branch's operatiom. For example, when the 
branch is prioritizing two projects for maintenance, one in Dauphin and the other in 
Steinbach where both projects cost the same, the naal decision as to which project is 
placed at a higher priority is based on the reported eafnc volume estimate. 

Decisions on projects which involve millions of dollars are based on t d E c  counts. 
This branch is responsible for setting the level of priority for each of these large-cost 
projects. T&c data is what detemiines the naal decision in almost ai i  cases. 
Therefore, highly accurate inflic data is deemed to be extremely important. 

AU roads are equaliy important to this branch's hctions; trafic volumes are not 
used to differentiate between roads. AU roads in the province must be Iisted in the 
annual inventory report produced by this branch, inventory such as eaffic volumes, 
percent trucks, design hourly volumes, and projected eatfic volumes for each control 
section are ail listed in this r e m  

Changes and Ihqwovements to the Current Sysem 

Overall, the Programming Branch is confident with the estimates produced by 
UMTIG in Tr@c on Manitoba Highwuys. 
The Programhg Branch suggested that there should be more communication 
between ttaffic data users in this brancb and UMTIG. 
This Branch indicated that a large-scale traflic flow map would be a highiy useful 
format for presenting overall tratnc volumes in the province, and they would like 
to see this produced as part of M G ' S  mual report. 



T d e r  of data between the M H T I S  and the current system - Cunently, t d E c  
information is broken down iato control sections which do not necessarily match 
those of WMTIG9s. A better way of integrating information between these two 
systems should be developed. The Cornputer Senices branch is currentiy 
developing an impmved control section map which wiil allow easiet tmEc data 
integration between the two systems. 

The Materials and Research Branch is responsi'ble for pavement d e s i p  in the 
province. The Bmch requires traffic &ta for pavement impact studies, pavement 
design, and the impacts of trucks on pavement detenoratioa. 

Data Requirements 

AADT - required annually and seasonally 
Growth rates on AADT 
Percent trucks - r e q k d  annually and seasonally 
Growih rates on percent trucks 
Vehicle classifications - the branch would like detailed idormation on the types 
of trucks which use provinciai highways on an annual and seasonal basis 
Directionai distribution of trucks 
Lane distribution of trucks 
Truck weight information - a ~ u a i l y  aud seasonally 

Truck data including classifications, weight data, and lane distributions are required 
to predict the number of ESALs (equivalent standard axle loads) that the pavement is 
expected to sustain. This information is used for pavement design and impact studies. 

O v e d ,  information pertaining to truck classifications and truck weights are most 
important to this branch. The Bmach is particulady interested in knowing the types 
of trucks which use provincial highways, how these trucks are loaded, and the seasons 
in which the loading occurs. AU of this data is coasidered essential for the Branch's 
hctions. 

The Branch believes that there are many variables involved in pavement design, each 
of which carries an Uiherent emr. It is difncult to estimate how sensitive a design is 
based on the different variables (inputs). The Branch feels that for higher ESAL 
pavement desigas, an accuracy of &25% of &c estimates is acceptable. 



Low Volume Rouds 

Low volume roads are relevant to this branch's operatiom. The Branch considers ail 
roads with an AADT of less than 300 vehicles pet day to be low volume. For these 
roads, AADT estimates within k30% of the actual tratnc volume is acceptable. 

Changes und Imgwotirmcnts to the Current System 

More data coiiection at more locations throughout the province is ne& 
More truck data particuldy truck clas~cations, trucks weights and their 
distributions, and percent trucks. CurrentLy ali decisions requiring truck data are 
based on previous years' estimates if crment year estimates are unavailable. Due 
to the changing fleet characteristics it is diftïcuit to pmject the growth trends of 
truck trafnc ushg previous years' data, It wiil be usefbl for the Branch if more 
curent information on vehicle classifications and percent trucks i s  available. 

The T d c  Engineering Branch is responsible for providing the necessary trafnc 
control devices and expertise to ensure d e  and effdve  highway systems for the 
movement of people and go& in the province. 

Data Requiremenis 

Tmfnc data k essential for priontizing Bmch activities and for the design and 
operation of various tranic control strategies and devices. 

The types of tdîïc &ta required by this Branch ùrcludes: 

AADT - essential, required on an annual basis for province-wide highway 
sectiom. 
Seasonal, daily, and body variations of traf5c - essential, required on an annual 
basis for province-wide highway sections. 
Intersection himing movemeats - essential, requked on a speciai-needs basis for 
site-specific locations. 
Vehicle-kilometers of travel - essential. 
Percent Trucks - important. 
Vehicle weights - usefiil. 



This Branch would Wre trafiïc data to be as accurate as possible, given the state of 
existing technology in tratnc monitoring. 

Low Volume Roa& 

This Branch does not require much tratfic data on low volume roads. Roaàs are 
considered low volume if they have an AADT of l e s  than 300 vehic1es per &y. In 
g e n d ,  an accuracy level of f20% is satisfactory to this Brmch's hctions. 

Tr@c on Mmituba Highways - It was indicated that improvements should be 
made to the sorting of count stations. 

This branch is responsible for designing, planning and maintainhg air& landings 
and ferry senrices in northem Manitoba. This bmch does not require trafFc data for 
its fùnctions. 

43.1.2 Construction and Maintenance Division 

The Maintenance Management Branch coordinates maintenance activities for regional 
offices and for the province. The province is broken down into five regions, each of 
these regions is broken d o m  into "beats" Each beat reports to the maintenance 
engïneer of its regional office, which then reports to the head office. The head office 
is respoosible for budgetary expenditures for each region, and monitors these 
expendinires acwrding to docated resources. 

Maintenance activities are broken down into summer and winter activities, in 1997 
the suauna maintenance budget is approxhately $26 million, and the winter budget 
is about $17 d o n .  The head office oversees region's activities in terms of what 
portion of the budget has been spent, and what activity it has been spent on. The 
Branch also deals closely with the construction, research, contract and quality 
assurance divisions of the Department. 



AADT data - AADT is used to assign roads to maintenance categories. 
Segment lengths 
Percenttnicks 
Tratncpwthrates 
Design hourly volume fa~ors. 

Low Volume Roue 

In general, the Bmch is concernai only with mads of GADT water thm 250 
vehicles per day. 

i No specific level of accuracy was providd 
i The Bmch m d y  bases decisions on engineering judgment and knowledge of 

speciflc locations to determine ifthe daîa is accurate enough for their purposes. 
i The most important issue is that justification is provideci for any activity. 

Changes und lhpmvewzen& to the Curre~t S '  

i The Braoch prefets a provincial highway map showing AADT estimates at point 
specific locations rather than for highway iinks. 

Tratsc data is not required by this Branch, 

This Branch is responsible for tratnc contrai for contracts for the construction of new 
roads. Traffic control includes ail detours and traffic diversions. 

Data Requirements 

The following factors influence the types of t r a c  control devices that need to be 
implemented: 
0 AADT - different volumes of traffic require different ûafEc control devices to be 

implemented. 



Geometry of the road 
Topography 
Type of trafnc which uses the road - percent trucks. 

AU roads arp equally important to this Branch. 

Changes and Iniprroyemnts to the Cu- S-em 

The Branch obtains ai l  of their tratfic information fiom the Highway Planning and 
Design Bmch for the designs of new highways and highway structures. No 
suggestions for irnprovement were pv ided  

This Brmch is responsible for the construdon, maintenance, and design of bridges. 
Tratsc data is needed for bridge ratings, which involves estimating an existing 
bridge's load-carrying capacity and the remahhg He of a bridge structrne. 

Data Requirements 

The most important types of data to this Branch are truck-related data, specincally: 
Tmck weight data - essentiai for determining bridge ratings. The Branch would 
like to obtain gross vehicle weight and axle weight data, and the disaibutions of 
these weights. 
Percent Trucks. 

Currently, the Branch obtains dl truck &ta h m  the regional offices and the Highway 
Planning and Design Branch of MDKT* 

AADT estimates are not important for bridge ratings. 

Changes and Ikpmvements to the Current Swem 

No cornments were provided. 



4.3.13 Transportation Poticy, Planning and Dwelopment D ~ s i o n  

Functi;on 

The hction of this Branch is to strategicaüy plan and optimize imrestments in 
provincial ttansportation systems @teE 53. This is a relatively new Bmch, king in 
operation for only two years. It is responsiile for the long-term plannuig and 
development of proMnCid highway systems. 

Data Requiremcnts 

AADT data - essential, required province-wide. 
Percent trucks - essential, required province-wide. 
Growth rates - 3,5,10 and 20 years. 
T d c  mix and vehicle classifications - the Branch would like more information 
on the types of vehîcles that use a particular highway. Detaiied breakdowns of 
what types of trucks and cars (bicycles, smd, medium, large cars, and pickup 
trucks) that use a highway are very usefuL The Branch conducts many cost- 
bene& analyses and detailed breakdowns of ûaffic mix are required for input into 
the "MICROBENCOST' software, a cost-benefit anaiysis software for highway 
capitaiization projects- 
Seasonai t d i c  variations, particularly summer recreational trattic volumes on 
provincial highways. 
T d c  volumes during spring restrictions m o d  - the Branch is particularly 
interesteci in obtaining Liformation on truck volumes during s p ~ g  restriction 
periods. 
Design hourly volumes - 30th, 50th, 100th highest hours. 
intersection volumes - particularly at intersections where the combined tratFic 
volume is greater than or equal to 7000 vehicles per day. 
Trafic volumes within towns - the Branch would Lice to have more locatioas 
counted under the town cotmts progratn. A better method for expanding town 
counts into AADT wiU be very useful to this Branch. 
Vehicle-Kilometers of Travel - by highway section, province-wide. 

Low Voiuwte Roadk 

This Branch requires more information conceming low volume toads throughout 
the province. The types of info~mation which are consïdered useful for these 
roads includes AADTs, truck volumes, and seasonal trafnc variations. 
T d c  estimates on low volume roads are required to be as accurate as possible. 



Accwaty 

Accurate trafnc data is essential to this Branch's firnctions. 

Chongs a d  l imvemen~r to the Curnnt S m m  

Overall, this Braach is catisfieci with the infirmation that is m t l y  king 
produceci. 
More detailed vehicle ~Iassification idionnation is needed- 
More intersection himing movement counts s W d  be conducted, and a more 
accurate method for estimating tmtnc volumes within towns should be developed. 
Provincial vehicle-kiIometers oftcavei data is usefiil however, the Branch wouid 
Like to obtain this i d i o d o n  broken d o m  by region, withlli towns, and ais0 

within the City of Winnipeg where possible. 
Tt@c on Mmrioba Highways - i&ionnation shown in UMTIG's annuai report is 
found to be satidiory. However, Î t  was indicated that improvements could be 
made with the sorting of count stations according to highway numbers and control 
sections. 
AADT tratnc flow map - the Branch would Iike to see a copy of the trafnc flow 
map included as part of Tr@c on Mmitoba Highwuys on an annual basis. 
Truck fiow map. 

4.3.1.4 Trrasportation Saféty and Regdatory Secvices Division 

This Branch is responsible for enforcing weight and dimension regdations in the 
province through various scheduling and enforcement programs. This is a relatively 
new Branch, beiag in operation since April1996. 

Data Requirements 

This Branch requires mostly truck-related data in their fùnctions: 
Truck accident data is consîdered essential. This data is needed to determine 
accident locations, accident rates, and what types of ûucks are involved in these 
accidents. 
Truck weight data is also coasidered essentiai. Currently, truck weights are 
monitored through static weigh scales in the province. The Branch feels that 
weight data h m  dyaamic weigh scales are not diable enough for their 
operations, and would lîke to see an improvement in this area 



Truck ~Iassincations broken down into the FHWA scheme is very important for 
this Branch. It was indicated that there is a lack of cornputer capability to capture 
vehicle c l d c a t i o n  data in the province. More classiEic&on data wili be very 
usefiil for this Branch's operations 
PercentTmcks. 
AADT &ta is used r n d y  in conjunction with percent trucks figures to determine 
the levels of trucking activities on provincial highways and mais. 

in generai, the Branch feels that more truck related data is needed in the province. 
The Branch is particularly interested in obtainiag vehicle classification data and 
vehicle weight data It was indicated that more research should be conducted to 
determine the best way of obtaining accurate vehicle weight &ta eom WIM sites. 

43.15 Regional Onices [Ref. 151 

Regionai offices are responsible for administe~g the planning, survey, design and 
acquisition of R0.W. for ail regional pmjects, fiom inception to clraft tender. 

Data Requirements 

AADT 
Sutumer Daily Ttafnc (ASDT) 
Intersection t u h g  movement counts 
Peak hourly and daily volumes 
Percent trucks 
Vehicle classifications and distributions 
Origia and destination data 
Weigh-in-motion data 

Low Volume Rua& 

Low volume rouis tend to be more of a concem to local govemments. There is 
always pressure to upgrade these roads to higher standard. AADT is used to 
justify whether or not an upgrade shodd be considered. In some cases, requests 
for upgrade are denied if eafnc volumes are less than 300 vehicles per &y. Any 
Merence of 20 - 30 vehicles can make a merence in the decision. 
Highly accurate aafnc estimates are needed for Low volume roads. 



Changes a n d l i r o v e m e n ~ ~  to the Carrent Syslmi 

Cornputer access to tmfiic data, without the need for htemet 
A large-de tiafnc flow map. 
Concise &ta that will serve the needs of the District/Region. 

The main bct ion  of Travel Manitoba is to prornote tourism in Manitoba. 
Promotional material is produceci by this Branch to encourage visitors into Manitoba 
in order to produce this promotionai materid, the research analyst must determine the 
amounts and changes in tourist activity h m  a month-to-month and year-to-year 
basis. This performance is measured by using "performance indicators" such as 
trafnc volumes entering the province, customs data, and tourïst inquiries at visitor 
centers. The Branch is particuiarly interesteci in the growth or decline of tourist 
t d c  entering the province, and one of the measures used to determine this is traûïc 
volume data. 

The o d y  summary t d c  statistic which is required by this Branch is trafnc volume 
data. TIlitnc volume data is needed in the form of daily and monthly t r a c  volumes. 
This data is used as an indicator of tourist activity into the province. 

The Branch only requires tratfic volumes for PTH #1 at the provinciai boundaries 
(Stations 25 and 74) as an indicator of the amount of tourist activity entering the 
province. Directional distributions at these locations is essential. 

Accuruqy of Data 

The Branch feels that if they are provided with more accurate trafnc volumes they 
will be able to determine tourist activities to a better accuracy. It is preferred that 
trafnc volumes are reported as accmtely as possible. 

Changes and lirovements to the Cuwent System 

Currently, UMTIG produces a report for Travel Manitoba on a monthly basis for 
trafFic volumes at Stations 25 and 74 on the eastem and western provincial 



boundaries. This report includes houriy eatfic volumes for each month and a graph 
showing the cumulative tratFc volume since the beginning of the year for each site. 

This current reporthg procedure is useful, however several changes can be made to 
which wiU assist the Branch in the andysis of the data These include: 

A summary of tratnc voiume for each month 
A cumulative nimmary of tratFc volumes h m  January Lst untii the c m n t  
repotting period (for example, the total û&ïc volume firom Jaauary 1st until 
August 31st for 1996). Curzently; the -ph of cumulative volumes is not 
particularly helpfhi as it does not provide the analyst with precise volume figures. 
For each reporthg period, show previous years' aatFc volume for that same 
period. This is useful for identifjring whether tdEc has growddeclined compared 
to prwious years. 
Conduct a Liceme plate siwey to determine the orïgins and destinations of traflïc. 

Transportation consuitants provide engineering consulting services to different 
clients. Moa of the work related to ttansportation projects involve consulting services 
for the Manitoba Department of Wighways and Transportation. The types of projects 
undertaken by these consultants are diverse and include projects such as feasibility 
studies, bctionai design studies, and the design of pavements which d tequire 
traffic information. 

The type of traffic data required by the consuithg firm depends on the project which 
is currently king investigated. Examples of the most important and frequently used 
trafic statistics quired are: 

AADT at specspecinc locations. 
Peak hour eafnc volumes - this is needed particuiariy for the t o m  areas such as 
Brandon and Portage La Prairie for specific projects such as trafnc signal design. 
Intersection Nming movement data - also regulled for tratnc signal designs. 
Percent trucks - this is needed for pavement design work, UUP Engineering does 
not require detailed breakdowns of truck types into axle configurations, rather a 
percent trucks figure is sutncient for the design of pavements. 



Low Volume Roa& 

More accurate tmflic data is required for roads with higher trafnc volumes, however, 
for lower volume roads, the aiiowab1e range of accuracy is larger. In aü cases, the 
engineers also base theu decisions on historiai trafiïc volumes at the location under 
investigation in order to ver* a growth or deciine in tratnc in the area. 

Improvements to the Cumat Sysfem 

Tmsportation consuitants are often unaware of the types of trafEc information wbich 
can be obtained tbrough a trafnc information system. It was indicated that more 
"advertising" of the system WU d o w  them to know what types of information exists 
and are avaiiable to users. 

Transportation enpineers at Reid Crowther & Partners conduct a variety of 
transportation consultiag work, h m  conceptual design work to detailed design and 
construction of roads and highways in the province. Projects such as hctional 
designs of roads, intersections desigos, and trafnc signal studies are conducted. 

Data Requirements 

AADT estimates - this is viewed as king the single most important source of 
traffic volume information. 
Percent Trucks, 
Truck Classifkations - more detailed information on truck classifications are 
repuired. In particular, large truck configurations fkom the 6-wheel trucks to B- 
trains and other unique configurations which may be present in Manitoba are 
considered highly useful. 
Intersection tuming movement counts. 
Growth rates and past trends in t d c  data are considered important in ali of their 
proposais, design work, and construction. For projecting traffic volumes, the 
Company also uses land use projections to determine growths in land use in the 
area under investigation. 

Low Volume Roads 

Reid Crowther & Pmtmrs perfomis -dies of pavement improvements on low 
volume roads, such as determining whether a grave1 road should be upgraded to an 
asphait nirfaced road. Roads which are co~dered for improvements m u t  have an 



AADT of greater than 1,000 vehicles pet day. This criteria bas been set up by the 
Manitoba Department of Highways and Transportation. Roads with l e s  than 500 
vehicles per &y are considered to be less important because the tra.fZc growth on 
these mads are viewed as king minimal. 

Changes and lkpmwments io dke C-t Sysfem 

More permanent counting stations shouid be installeci in the province. Wormation at 
these sites can be used to develop expansion factors for short-term counts. 

Dillon conducts a variety of transportation reiated projects such as hctional  design 
studies, construction of provincial highways, tratnc s igdh t ion  studies, and level of 
service anaiysis for roadway projects in Manitoba 

Data Requirements 

AADT - considered to be essential 
Percent Trucks - this is used for pavement designs and level of service 
calculations. Detailed breakdom of tnicks into specifc classes is not required, 
rather it is adequate if the tratFc stream is broken down into cars and trucks. 
Intersection tuming movement counts - Dillon is currentiy h l v e d  in a 
fhctional design study for PTH 6 h m  the Perimeter Highway to Warren, 
Manitoba. This is an example of a study which requires tuxning movement count 
data. 
Hourly trafnc variations - these are used to determine the design hourly volumes. 
Seasonal traffic variations - this statistic is useful, but not required to perform the 
rnajority of projects. 

Imtprovements lo the Cu- SySem 

The only comment that was provideci was that the current M c  information system 
is viewed as providing more accurate tratnc data compared to the old system. 



DS-Lea conducts a variety of transportation-reIated projects in Manitoba Cumntly, 
DS-Lea is conducting a project which involves warrants for t rac  control devices for 
the Manitoba Depiirtment of Highways and Transportation. 

The foLiowing types of trafic data are required by this Company: 
Intersection hMing movement counts - essential, province-wide. 
Percent Tmcks - essential, province-wide. 
Vehicle classincation CO- - essential, province-wide. 
Truck weight data - special-ne&, individual sites as required. 

Due to the high variability in t d E c  counts on a daily basis, an accuracy level of k20 
to 25% of trafEc volume estimates is acceptable. 

Changes und ~~rovementk  to the Current SySem 

Develop a rnethod to expand intersection himing movement counts into ao 
AADT. Confirm the factors currently used to expand a 14-hour count into a 24- 
hour count. 
Produce a map which shows locations which have been counted under the tumùig 
movement count program. This will d o w  more efficient reference to locations 
which have aiready been counted thus avoiding unnecessary duplication of count 
locations. 

Provinciai highway t r a c  data is not used by this department. The Department 
obtains al l  of their t r a c  data h m  t r a c  counts done in The City of Winnipeg. 

The types of trafic data needed by this Department include peak hour t r a c  volumes 
and average daily tranic. This idonnation is used for traosportation modeiing 
projects. 



In Manitoba the RCMP requires AADT iaformation for a i ioca~g resources. AADT 
estimates and accident rates are used to review existing programs and to allocate 
resources to ma& or regions in the province. This statistic is needed on a special- 
needs bais  for site-specïfïc locations. 

Businesses use AADT estimates for conducting feasibility studies, determining 
suitable locations for setting up a business, service stationsy or advertking signs. 
Potential businesses also often require truck classification data. This information is 
useful for deteminhg whether the location is suitable for setting up restaurants, 
recfeational vehicle d e s  businesses, and gas stations. 

4.4 Summa y of Expresseci Data Neeàs 

This section summarizes the redts of the tmfEc &ta needs survey. Tables 4-1 
through 4-6 on pages 59-67 summarke the information in tabuiar form. 

a The most important data type requested by traffic data mers is Annual Average 
Daily TratFc (AADT). 81 percent of traffic data usen surveyed use AADT data 
in their fbnctions. ûut of thesey 44 percent indicated that AADT is essential in 
their fùnctions. 

The second most important statistic is percent tmcks. 62 percent of users 
m e y e d  use percent trucks &ta in their fùnctions. Out of these, 80 percent 
indicated that percent trucks data is essential. 

The thud most important trafnc statistic is vehicle classification data. 44 percent 
of users surveyed indicated that vehicle classification data is used in their 
branches. Out of these, 43 percent indicated that vehicle classincation data is 
essential in their hctions and would like to see more classification data coiiected 
and reported For most users, classifications of vehicles accorcüng to the FHWA 
13 vehicle classifxation scheme is found to be most useful, with the exception of 
the Transportation System Planning and Development Branch which would U e  
more detailed breakdowns of vehicles. 



Intersection tiiming movement cormts are useful to onequarter of a i l  users 
surveyed These counts are mostly required for specifÏc locations in the proviace 
and on a special-request basis. 

Variations in AADT such as seasonal, day-of-week, and hourly variations are 
found to be important to most Branches and extemai users. 

2. Low Volume R d  

Out of ai i  users surveyed, about onequarter require tmBc statistics on low volume 
roads. In general, the lowest volume roads which are of concem to these tratnc data 
users are roads with AADTs of greater than 300 vehicles per &y. 

Most Branches indicated that AADT on low volume roads need not be monitored on 
a fiequent basis. It is suffïcient for their fiinctions if AADT estimates on these roads 
are provided once every five years. 

Most users indicated that they could tolerate greater variabüity when dealing with low 
volume roads, and less variability when dealing with high volume ma&. This 
suggests that lower volume roads shouid be counted less fkquently. C m n t l y  short- 
term counts are conducted where the AADT is greater than 200 vehicles pet &y once 
every two years. Sites where the AADT is less than 200 vehicles per day are counted 
less fkquently, typicdy once every four years. Less fiequent counting on low 
volume roads wiil reduce tratnc monitoring costs in terms of counting, processing, 
and summarizing of trafnc statistics on these roads. 

Users strongly emphasized the importance of accurate t r a c  data. AU indicated that 
accurate aafnc data is required for good decision-making. h general it is difncult for 
most of the Branches to quantify the Ievel of accuracy required of ûdiïc data. A few 
Branches indicated that an emr  of t10 percent of the traffic estimate is adequate, 
however, littie work has been done to determine the sensitivity of decisions to data 
inputs. 

4. Changes and lbgwovements to die Cument Swem 

The main suggestions for change and improvement which users would Like to see in 
the current system are: 

Production and distribution of a provincial trafnc flow map. Approximateiy 40 
percent of al1 trafEc data users indicated that they would iike to see a large-scale 
aatnc flow map included as part of the annuai report, Tr@c on Manitoba 
Highways on an annuai basis. 



O Collection and reporthg of more vehicle classification information (38 percent). 

0 Truck weight data is important for the Materials and Research Branch, 
Cornpliance and Regdatory Services Branch, and Bridges and Structures Branch. 
These users feel that there is a lack of truck weight data in the province. hcreased 
coverage of truck weight coiiection locations will be very usefûi. Several S c  
data users also expressed an interest in receiving Truck Tr@c on Manitoba 
Highways on an annual basis. 

Intersection tuming movement coimts should be reporteci in fiiaher detail. Users 
which require this data would Like to obtain peak hou volumes and factors in 
addition to the current teporting method. Further, the factor used to expand a 14- 
hour count into a 24-hoin estimate (1.3) should be confimed to ensuie that they 
are representative of the location which they are being applied to. 

0 Overail, tranic data users indicated that they were satisfîed with the trafnc data 
that is currently king produced by UMTIG. Some of these users also indicated 
that current trafic statistics produced by UMTIG are more accurate compared to 
the previous system. 

4.5 Additional Facts and Figures 

The University of Manitoba Transport Monnation Group receives many requests for 
tranic data fiom ûa£îïc data users in Manitoba and in other jurisdictions. The 
foiiowing shows some figures on the usage of this system: 

From the period January 1995 mtil December 1996, UMTIG received 205 
requests for tranic information fiom staff members of the Manitoba Department 
of Highways and Tra~lsportation. 

In this same period, UMTIG received 227 eatnc data requests fiom extemai users 
including engineering consulting groups, Travel Manitoba, Manitoba Bureau of 
Statistics, businesses, and the general public. 

The MHTIS Internet site has k e n  accessed 3,597 times from December 20, 1995 
until December 16, 1996. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Traffic Pattern Groups 

This chapter develops new tmffic pattern gmups mûs) for the study region 

(Manitoba and Saskatchewan) and evaluates how the new TPGs affect the AADT 

estimates for short-counts in Manitoba 

TPGs are used to expand short-counts into AADT estimates. Approximately one- 

third of Manitoba's short-count sites are expanded using this method. The quality of 

the AADT estimate depends on the quality of the TPG to which the short-count site is 

assigned. A TPG which does not reflect the actual traftic pattern at the short-count 

site to which it is assigned will resdt in AADT estimates which are bccurate. 

To date, Manitoba's TPGs have been developed by using permanent counter data 

nom Manitoba This chapter investigates whether TPGs can be strengthened based 

on traffic patterns for an expanded region, consisting of Manitoba and Saskatchewan. 

This region was selected because Manitoba and Saskatchewan share many highways 

at the provincial border, and the trafEc pattems on these and many other highways in 

the region could be similar. The t d E c  flow on these highways is controlled by the 

activity systems and traasportation systems in this region, and not by the political 

bomdary tbat separates the two provinces. 

For example, the TransCanada highway adjacent to Regina, Saskatchewan could be 

similar to the TransCanada highway adjacent to W ï p e g ,  Manitoba This research 

develops TPGs in the region based on the premise that the t r d c  patterns in the 



Figure 5-1 

The Study Region 
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region are independent of the provincial boundaries. Figure 5-1 (b) shows the 

provincial highway network in the study region, distinct h m  the curent highway 

networks which are separated by a political boundary (Figure El (a)). 

5.2 TCflftic Manitorhg in the Study Region 

Tratnc on Manitoba's provincial highways is monitored by the Manitoba Department 

of Highways and Transportation, and tranic on Saskatchewan's provincial highways 

is monitored by the Saskatchewan Department of Highways and Transportation. 

There are many similarities in traEc monitoring practices in the two juridictions. 

However, t d E c  data is not exchanged between the two provinces to either (1) 

enhance existing AADT data, or (2) reduce tratnc monitoring costs. 

5.3 Compatison of Traffic Monitoring Practices in the Study Region 

TratEic on the 18,000 kilometers of Manitoba's provincial highways is monitored 

using permanent counters and short-term counts. There are currently 57 permanent 

couuters located throughout Manitoba, and 2,013 sites are counted under the short- 

term count program. Out of the 57 permanent counters, 15 are A V C N M  stations 

which are used to monitor vehicle classincations and weights in the province. 

Trafnc on Saskatchewan's 26,000 kilometers of provincial highways is monitored by 

using automatic tranic recorders (ATRs) and short-term CO-. The ATRs are the 

same as Manitoba's permanent counters which are used for continuous trafEc 

monitoring; there are cutrently 40 ATR locations throughout Saskatchewan. For 

purposes of this research, permanent counting stations in Manitoba and ATRs in 

Saskatchewan are refened to as permanent counters in both provinces. Short-terni 

counts are conducted using a sampling procedure; in 1994, Saskatchewan Highways 

conducted 800 short-tem counts throughout the province [Ref. 31. In addition to 



ATRs and short-term counts, Saskatchewan Highways ais0 operates 10 AVC sites to 

monitor truck nafnc on provinciai highways. Figure 5-2 shows the locations of 

permanent counters in the regioa. 

5.4 EriStïng Tmflic Patterns 

The existing highway M c  pattems in the region are shown in Figure 5-3. In this 

map, each symbol and colour-coded station represents an existing TPG in Manitoba 

and Saskatchewao, 

Manitoba's provincial highway network is classined into six TPGs [Ref, 1 Il: 
Urban Commuter (UC) - high moming and aftemmn peaks with Little seasonal 
variation. 
Rural Commuter (RC) - daily peaking different h m  Lirban Commuter Group, 
Iittle seasonal variation. 
Trunk (T) - steady trafnc through the day and through the year. 
Trunk-Seasonal (TS) - steady trafnc through the day but significantly more aafnc 
in summer tban in winter. 
R d  Commuter Seasonal ( 'CS)  - daily peaking similar b Rural Cornmuter 
Group, Sgnincantiy higher in summer than in winter. 
Resort @ES) - extreme seasonai variation. 

Saskatchewan's provincial highway network is also classified into six TPGs mef. 331: 
Regionai Commuter Rural Highways (ADT over 2000) (REG) - roads which 
carry rnainly commuter trafnc. 
Long Distance Rural Highways (ADT over 2000) &DR) - roads that are generally 
used for long-distance commuter trafnc. 
Rural Highways (ADT>6OO) (W600) - roads that bring commuter t r a c  to and 
fiom s d e r  towas. 
Ruml Highways (ADT<600) (R<600) - these mads exhibit the same 
characteristics as the previous R d  Highways group, except the majority of the 
roads in this group are coliector roads which carry lower volumes of t r a c .  
R d  Recreationai Highways (RR) - these mads mainly serve a niral ma, and 
also carry signincant recreatiooal traffic during the SUllZmer months. 
Resoa Highways (RES) - these mads are mainly used for recreatiod purposes. 



Figure 5-2 

Parmanent Counter Locations in aia Study Reg- 

Enlargemant of Winnipeg 



Figure 5-3 

Enlargement of Regina Enlargement of Winnipeg 



5.5 Cornparison of Esisting Td l i c  Patterns in the Study Region 

The Urban Cornmuter Group in Manitoba is similar to the Regional Cornmuter 
Group in Saskatchewan. Both groups have low seasod variation and carry 
heavy cornmuter t d E c  to and fkm major urban centers such as W i p e g  and 
Regina 

The Tnmk Group in Mauitoba and Long Distance R d  Highways Group in 
Saska-tchewan consist of highways wfuch m b i y  carry longdistance through- 
hafnc. These roads are Iocaied away h m  population centers and recreatiod 
destinations, and serve mahiy longer-trip purposes. 

The Rurai Cornmuter Seasonai and Rural Recreationai Highways Groups consist 
of highways which carry both cornmuter traf6c to nearby towns and signincant 
recreationai trafFc diIring the summer months. 

Resort Highways in both Manitoba and Saskatchewan carry mainly recreati0na.i 
t d i c .  Summer peaks are very high compared to the rest of the year. 

5.6 Developing the New Trafïîc Pattern Groupa 

The tdEc  pattems on highways in the region are examiaed to develop TPGs. These 

patterns are based on the seasonal and hourly trafFc variations at permanent counter 

sites fiom the year 1995. Permanent cotmter data nom Manitoba was obtained fiom 

UMTIG through the MHTIS,  and ATR data h m  Saskatchewan was obtained fiom 

Saskatchewan Department of Highways and Transportation. The data from each 

permanent counter was summarized into seasonai (monthly) and average houriy 

WC volumes. 

The procedure for developing TPGs is as foliows: 

1. Select the permanent counters for the analysis. 
2. Develop groups based on the seasonai variations at each permanent counter site. 
3. Further define the seasonai groups by sub-diMding each group based on the 
average weekday and weekend hody  nafnc pattems at each permanent counter. 



5.6.1 Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis is used to form the TPGs. The pinpose of cluster analysis is to 

identify similar objects h m  the characteristics they possess mef. 11. ï h i s  technique 

is used to identify and clas* objects or vanables so that each object is very çimüar 

to otbers in its cluster. 

In the field of ttaasportation engineering, cluster analysis has been used to group 

permanent counter data based on their seasonal t d i c  patterns. Albright p e t  41 used 

ciuster analysis on permanent counters in New Mexico to group counters with similar 

seasonal trafnc patterns. The resultuig groups were then used for expanding short- 

term counts into AADT. Aibright aiso notes that severai other states including New 

York New Jersey and Louisiana also applied cluster analysis to their permanent 

counter locations in order to identiQ seasonai trafnc variation patterns on state 

highways. 

The Tr@c Monitoring Guide (Tm) Bef. 21 describes and recommends the use of 

cluster anaiysis to identify highway patterns based on date permanent counter data. 

The TMG indicates that the application of these methods to a nurnber of State 

programs in the U.S. has prodwed very reasonable resuits. ui most cases, the patterns 

of variation that stand out the most are those of nuai, urban, and recreationai areas. 

However, the TMG also indicates tbat the major weakness of this procedure is the 

lack of theoretical guidelines for establishing the optimal number of groups. 

In this analysis, permanent counters with similar seasonal traffic variation patterns are 

grouped ushg the CLUSTER procedure of the Statisticai Analysis Software (SAS) 

pef. 5, q. This procedure uses Ward's minimum variance method of hierarchical 

grouping, which involves calcuiating the distance between two clusters using analysis 

of variance (ANOVA) wef. 8,121. The ANOVA sum-of-squares is summed over ail 

the variables (in the case of the seasonal grouping d y s i s  there are 12 variables, one 



for each month of the year), and the two objects with the least withincIuster sum-of- 

squares is joined to form a new cluster. This process is repeated until oniy one cluster 

remains. 

This grouping method was developed by Ward Pef, 101 in 1963 and was first appiïed 

to tdEc counter grouping by Shatma and Wemer wef. 81 in 1981. In this met&od, 

counters are grouped based on the& twelve monthiy factors. The twelve monthiy 

factors are defhed as the monthiy average daiiy tratnc (MADT) dhided by the 

AADT at the site, normalinng the aafnc flows at each site. This dows the nirelve 

monthly factors to be compared for different sites. 

5.6.2 Permanent Counter Selection Criteria 

This research uses permanent conter data fÎom Manitoba and Saskatchewan for the 

year 1995. For purposes of this research, permanent counters were selected based on 

the foilowing two criteria: 

1. The data set at the pennanent cotmter site must be complete. 

Permanent counter data are vulnerable to equipment m ~ c t i o n s  and mors. As a 
result, there may be missing data in any permanent counter data set. For this analysis, 
permanent counters are selected if they contain data for at least two consecutive 
weeks for each month in the data year. This dows continuous data from at least half 
of each month to be analyzed. 

2. Missing data must not be imputed 

This criteria follows fiom the principle of trutb-in-data [Ref. 91. Permanent counter 
raw data is screened to remove emrs and anomalies (refer to Chapter 2 for an 
explanation of trafic &ta screening methods), but none of the data has been imputed 
or patched in any way. 

Based on these criteria, 49 permanent counters fiom Manitoba and 34 automatic 

M c  recorders fiom Saskatchewan - a total of 83 sites were used in the anaiysis. 

These sites are Iisted in Table 5-1. 



Table 5-1 

L M  of Permanent C o ~ t e r s  Anaiyzed 

1.7 KU S. OF P X H  R7 
SOUTH OF P.T.K 17 
EASTOF P.T.H. 1i58 
K OF N J(=T, P R  1210 
1.1 KMKOFP.RIRff 
3.7ICMEOFP.R1215 
58 KM E OF tr2 
97KMS.OFP.R1#)3 
97 KM N OF P-T.H #f7 
1.6 WK 0FP.R- 
1.3 KM M. OF P.T.H 11 
W25ï OF P.T.H -1 

3.2 KM N OF P.T.H. 
4.0 KM E OF E JCT. P R  #2?4 

24  KM E OF #ü3 
32KMN.OFP.Râ5W 
32KME OFE JCT. P . R m  
2 4  KM K OF P.T.H W 
0.8 KM S. OF #l 
+O KM L OF P.R K#2 
1.6 KM E OF P.T.H t20 
0 . 3 ~ ~ s ~ .  O F P - ~ H ~  
32 KM E. OF K JCT. P-T.H. 183 
0.6 KM S. OF P.R M49 
WEST OF P.T.H. #6 
S. OF S JCT. P.R 1025 
5.1 KM SOIJTH OF P. R 1210 
WEST OF MACGREGOR 
EAST OF NESBm 
WEST OF SELKIRK B R  
CONNECTING RTE - S W R K  B R  10 PR 320 
W. END OF RED RN. BRiûûE 
SOUM OF P-R 1287 
EAST OF P.T.H 8 l O  

%!ST OF ûNTARl0 BDRY. 
EAST OF P.T.H ir59 
N O R W  OF P.R 8317 
1.1 K M  W. 0FP.T.H. irss 
S O U M  OF BIROS H U  PARK PCrrUNCE 
4.3 KM W. OF P.T.H. irS 
a6 KM. E OF SASK BORT, 
2 MILES 8 OF oAKVUE 
1.3KMS.OFPR265 
3.8 KM S OF S JCT. l laA (NELBERT) 
EAST OF P R  U l S  
NORTH OF P.R 1013 
SOLrm OF P R  1357 
EAST OF P.1.H 110 

toaaion 
1 . S K k L w - o F J C T ~ ~  
BOKkLW.OFJC7.16 
90~SEOFVULOWGRASS 
~S~LEOFBALCARRES 
60 KU. S. OF ROAû 10 OUNOURN 
û.5lW.W-0FJCf.m 
1.5 #C P(W. OF ORCAOU 
3.0 M S E  OF MVIN 
~ 0 ~ E O F r n . I S l  
EOKM EOFJCT. W 
IL0 [<III. E OF JCT. 138 
b0 UM. S. OF Jcr. 149 
1.5 KM. N OF JCT. 113 
Il W. N OF JCT. HM. ri10 
i.!iKMSOFGUStYN 
1.5nM.NOFJCT.HUW.içws 
SUU. E OFGRENFEU 
I.5 W. S OF JCT. ln5 
50 KM. W. OFUWRTWE 
20KM.N 0FûALN.E 
YOFUmON 
SE OF FRANCIS 
1 .0M W. OFJCT.129 
UE OF ABERDEEN 
WOFGREEN WCE 
N OF PRINCE ALBEKT 
UE OF ROSiHERN 
E OF WATSON 
1.6 W. NWOF SILTON 
ul1I.E 75 OF HANSON LAKE R O M  
10.5 IW. M OF HUDSON BAY 
10.0 KM NE OF JCT. #l 

WOF C R A M N  
WOF OUCKMOUNWN PARK 



5.63 Analysis of Seasonal T-c Patterns 

At each of the 83 pemanent counter sites, the 12 monthiy factors were used as input 

values into the CLUSTER procedure in SAS. The SAS software produceci numbers 

of groups tanging from 83 groups (each site was considered as a separate group) to 

one group (aii sites were grouped together into a single group). The output of the 

analysis from the SAS program are given in Appendix E. 

The resulting groups are analyzed in tenns of the semi-partial R~ at each level of the 

grouping pmcess. The semi-partial R~ is an indication of the change in the R~ statistic 

at each level of the grouping process. Each time two stations are grouped together, 

the R~ value becomes las than it was o o m p d  to the prwious step due to the greater 

error associated with joining two sites which are not the same [Ref. 51. This can also 

be viewed as the marginal cost of reducing the number of groups by one. The semi- 

partial R~ measures the decrease in the proportion of variance accounted for resulting 

fiom joining two clusters [Ref. q. 

Figure 5-4 shows a graph of the semi-partial R~ in the grouping process, Eom 83 

groups to one group. From this figure, it can be seen that the semi-partial R~ is 

greatest when the number of groups equals one, and least when the number of groups 

is 83. The optimum number of groups is selected at the point when the gains in the 

semi-partial R~ values become negligible (the "knee of the curve"). From this graph, 

it appears that the optimum number of counter groups lies somewhere between five 

and nine because a substantiaiiy large increase in enor is observed before five groups, 

and there is Little change in semi-partial R~ after nine groups. 

5.6.4 Determination of Optimum Number of Groups 

The optimum number of seasonai counter groups was detennined by cornparhg the 

mean monthly factors of each group using the Tukey multiple cornparison of means 



test. Tais test compares the two samples (groups) based on the hypothesis that all of 

the group means are equal to each other. The test compares the group means of a 

number of groups and the resuiting hypothesis is either accepted or rejectd The 

Tukey multiple cornparison of meam was conducted using Miniab [Ref. 

numbers of groups (n) mghg from nine to five at a 95% confidence level. 

Figure 5-4 

Semi-partial R' in the Seasonal Groaphg Process 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Irlumber of Groups 

7] for 

The significance of clifference in counter group means was established by comparing 

the moathly factors of each month of the year. The various group contrasts differed 

significantly from each other for a number of months at the 95% confidence level. 

Previous research has shown that counter groups should be considered different if the 

group means differ for three or more months out of the year based on the 95% 

confidence level Bef. 81. This is used as the basis for determinhg the optimum 

number of groups in this research. 



Based on the Tukey multiple cornparison of means, the optimum number of seasonal 

p u p s  was determined to be five. Table 5-2 smmmks the ciifferences in group 

means for the five groups. As shown in this table, M e r  consolidation of groups 

into less than five groups cesuits in group means which differ for geater than t h e  

months, which in tum results in inappropriate groupings. 

Table 5-2 

Tukey Multiple Cornparison of Means for Optimum Number of Seasond Groups 

This table shows the resuKs of the Tukey multiple cornparisan of rneans test for the m a n  rnonthly factors. It 
shows the number of months which d i i r  when two groups are joined togsther baseci on the Tukey test. For 
example when GI and G2 a n  joineâ. 6 out of the 12 months wem found 10 be significantfy diirent Similarfy, 
when G1 and G3 are jo-necl, it was found that 10 out of the 12 rnonths wera dirent, and so on. In this analysis. 
groups are considefed to be inappropriate f& joining togethet if at hast 3 out of the 12 months are d i i r e n t  This 
table shows that al1 of the groups diffisr fiom sach other by more than 3 months and henœ, shoukl not be joined 
together, 

5.6.5 Resiilts of the Seasonal Crouphg Analysis 

The five major groups resuiting fiom the seasonal grouping analysis are: 

Seasonal Group 1 counters exhibit the lowest seasonal variation compared to the 
other seasonal groups. These counters Lie on highway sections which are adjacent 
to population centers such as Winnipeg, Brandon, and Regina, and consists of 
mainly commuter type trafnc. 

seasonal- Gmup 2 counters have moderately hi& seasonal variation, and are 
located on major highways such as the Tratl~Canada Highway, PTH 75 in 
Manitoba, the Yeliowhead Highway #16, and Highways 5, 7, and 11 in 
Saskatchewan ali of which serve longer trip distances. 

These routes connect major urban centers which are separated over longer 
distances. Examples include PTH 1 West of Winnipeg, and PTH 75, south of 
Winnipeg . 



Similarly, in Saskatchewan, Highway #11 is a major arterial highway which 
connects Regina with Saskatoon, two major wban centers. This same highway 
nms northeast firom Saskatoon to the town of Prince Albert which also exhibits 
the same characteristics. 

Seasonai Gmop 3 comters exhibit moderately high seasonal variations sunilar to 
counters in Seasonal Group 2. However, a i l  of the counters in this group are 
located on routes which also serve largely recreational destinations. This 
recreational nature of the routes creates a large proportion of summer trafac. 

For example, Station 12 in Manitoba located on PTH 44 exhibits a large 
proportion of summer erafnc. PTH 44 is a route which is connected to the 
Whiteshell Provincial Park region, a largely recreationai destination which attracts 
heavy summer trafnc. Because this comter is located on a section which is 
f d e r  away h m  the Park with many intersecting routes and mal1 towns in 
between, it also carries a sipniacant proportion of through-traffic. 

Seasonai Group 4 counters have very high seasonal variations and are ail located 
close to cec~eational destinations. For example, Station 74 in Manitoba located on 
PTH 1 is located on a route which fames major recreationai trafnc to the 
Whitesheii Park and northwestem Ontario. It also carries a significant amount of 
long distance &c to and nom Winnipeg, ui addition to TransCanada summer 
travel. 

Seasonal Group 5 consists of roads which carry heavy recreationai t r a c .  This 
is shown by the very high nimmer eafnc volumes compared to the rest of the 
year. Permanent counting sites that belong to this group include Stations 4, 76, 
and 94 in Manitoba, and Stations 18, 91 and 92 in Saskatchewan. AU of these 
stations are located on routes which serve largely recreational destinations. 

Figure 5-5 summarizes the seasonal variation patterns of these five groups. The y- 

axis shows the ratio of MADT to AADT, a high ratio represents a high eafnc volume 

for the corresponding month. Most of the groups show a higher peak during the 

Swnmer months, however, Seasod Gfoups 4 and 5 exhibit significstlltiy higher 

summer tratnc volumes compared to the other groups. Seasonal ûroup 1 has the least 

seasonal variation, and Seasonal Group 2 and 3 have moderate sessonal rise. 

Figure 5-5 indicates anotùer important characteristic of provincial highway trafEc 

patterns. AU of the five seasonal groups intersect each other at two points during the 



year - May and September - and the corresponding ratio of MADT to AADT at 

these times is approximateiy one. This indicates that a sbort-count which is 

conducted in May or in September is close to the muai average compared to counts 

which are done during other m e s  of the year. This characteristic of highway patterns 

is tnie for all the five pups.  

The five seasonal groups account for 98 percent of the counters in the study region 

(81 out of 83). The remaining two counters, Station 71 (located in Saskatchewan on 

Highway 106, mile 75 of Haiison Lake Road) and Station 74 (iocated in 

Saskatchewan on Highway 9, north of Hudson Bay) have distinctly different patterns 

fiom the other five seasonai groups; therefore, these tsvo counters were left 

ungrouped. Appendix A shows the seasonai t r a c  patterns of these stations. 

Figure 5-5 

Graphs of Seasonal T-c Variation Patterns 
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5.6.6 Anaiysis of Average Eouriy T d c  Patterns 

Each of the five seasonai p u p s  were fhher subdivided in ternis of the average 

hourly patterns witbin each seasonai group. This is done to fiuther defbe the trafnc 

patterns in tenns of hourly tranc variations. 

The permanent counter data for the 81 sites (excluding the two sites which were 

ungrouped) were summarïzed into average hourly values for weekdays and weekends. 

Weekdays are h m  Monday to Friday and weekends are fiom Saturday to Sunday. 

Appendix B shows the average hourly WC patterns for weekdays and weekends for 

these sites. The average hourly values were standardized by taking the ratio of the 

hourly volume to the M T .  These values were then used as input variables into the 

CLUSTER procedure in SAS, sirnilar to the analysis of seasonai patterns. 

5.6.7 Resalb of the Average Hotuly Analysis 

The analysis of the average hourly t r a c  patterns fOr each seasonai group produced 

the following results (shown graphîcally in Figure 5-6): 

Hourly Patterns for Seasonal Group 1 

Permanent counters in Seasonal Group 1 can be sub-divided into two groups of 
hourly pattern: (1) comters which exhibit hi& morning and aftemom peaking 
characteristics with roughly equai volumes during the two peak times; (2) 
counters which exhibit higher afternoon peaks compared to morning peaks. In 
both cases, weekday trafic volume is much higher than the weekend tmfnc 
volume. 

Counters in the first hourly group with roughly equal morning and afternoon 
peaks tend to be located closer to major mban centers including Winnipeg and 
Regina. Counters in the second gmup are located near smaller population centea 
such ass Robün and Dauphin in Manitoba, and Yorkton and Prince Albert in 
Saskatchewan. 



Hourly Patterns for Seasonai Group 2 

Seasonal Group 2 counters exhibit steady M c  thioughout the weekday and 
weekend The weekday and weekend pattems are sunilar, with no weildefhed 
peaks in this group. 

Hourly Patterns for Seasod Group 3 

Counters in this group exhibit hi& weekend tmffic volumes compared to 
weekday nafnc volumes. Two main groups of hourly pattems are observeci for 
Seasonal Group 1: (1) weekday tratnc which has high morning and afteraoon 
peaks, simila. to the hourly patterns in Seasonal Group 1, indicating a cornmuter- 
seasonal pattern; and (2) steadüy increasing t r a c  throughout the weekday and 
weekend similar to Seasonal Group 2. The first type can be found on roides that 
lie adjacent to towns and that Iead to major recreationai destinations. The second 
type of hourly pattem cm be found on routes that lead mainly to recreational 
destinations. 

Holrrly Patterns for Seasonai Group 4 

Seasonal Group 4 counters exhibit signincantiy higher weekend trafnc volumes 
compared to weekday ttanic volumes because they are located on highly 
recreational routes. There is steady trafEc flow throughout the weekend. 

Hourly Patterns for Seasonal Group 5 

The hourly pattems for roads in this group are the same as those in Seasonal 
Group 4. Weekend tratnc is peaks on Saturdays and Sundays, and is generally 
greater thau weekday t r a c .  

5.7 Summary of the New T-c Pattern Groups 

Based on the d y s i s  of seasonal and average hourly traffic variations at permanent 

counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan, seven major TPGs are developed. These 

groups are named Prairie Groups, because of the prairie region (Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan) in which they are located. Table 5-3 describes the Prairie Groups by 

their seasonal and average hourly tratnc variation patterns, and comments on the 

general geographic locations of the sites. Table 5 4  lists the permanent counters 

which belongs to each of these groups. Figures 5-7 to 5-13 show the locations of 



permanent counter sites which have been assigned to each group. Individuai seasonal 

and average houriy patterus at each permanent counter are shown Ui Appendix A and 

Appendix B. 

Table 5-3 

Sammary of the New TPGs Developed M m  the Stady Region 

to Prairie Group 1 

Hou@ Pattern 
High moming and ailernoon 
peaks during the -dam. 

Similar pattern of steady 
tr-c inmases throughout 
the weslrday and weekend. 

S b d y  traiïit thmughout Vie 
day, but weekend traffic 
volumes tend to be greater 
than weekdays. 

W d a y  altemoan peaks are 
higher than umekday moming 
peaks- 

Sam as Prairie Gmup 4, with 
Jteedy inmasing traffic 
thmughout the day on 
nreekends- 

Very high weekend trafic 
volumes campard to 
wwitday trMc volumas. 

Simihr to Pairie Group 1, 
with high moming and 
aftemoon peaks. 

Geognghic C h a ~ ~ c s  
TheJe mutes am located in 
and around major urban 
centen like Winnipeg and 
Regina. 

These routes are not located 
adjacent to population 
œnters. Rathsr. they serve 
longer-trip purposes. 

Th- routes are similar to 
Prairie Group 2, but also 
conned to reaeational 
destinations, 

These routes lie adjacent to 
rural poputation centers such 
as Dauphin, Minnedasa, and 
Roblin in Manitoba. and 
Yorkton in ~askatcti&n. 
These routes are similar to 
the Prairie Gmup 4, but are 
also used for reasational 
purposas sinœ they kad to 
reaeational destinations. 

These routes conned to 
mainly recreatianal 
destinations WhiGtl atûact a 
high proportion of summer 
trafk  For example, the 
TransCanada highway near 
the Whiteshell Provincial 
Park. Riding Mountain 
National Park, and the 
haches of Lake Winnipeg- 
These routes are locabsd near 
population ceriten in Norttiern 
Manitoba sudi as The Pas 
and Thompson (Region 5. 
north of the intemon of 
PTH 6 and PTH 60). These 
routes a& connect to the 
Cietannater Lake Prov. Park. a 
major ma t i ona l  destination 
during the summer months in 
northem Manitoba. 



Figure 5-6 
Average Hoariy TdEc Patterns (Weeküays and Weekends) 
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Table 5-4 

List of Permanent Counters in the New TPGs 

1 MB 8 1.4KUSOFP.RL321 
3 MB 9 1.7KUS ûFP.t.Klip 
7 MB n o  EAS~ OF P-T.CL m 
B MB 59 K O F  K JCf. P.R n t 0  

9 MB 75 1.l KM N 0FP.R  =CI 
47 ME tao a0 KM s OF P . ~ K  n 
51 MB 3 Q3 R M  SW. OF P-KR i)2 

70 MB 100 W. EN0 OF RED W. BRIDGE 
n ME lm I.T KM W. OF P.T.H #59 

t SK 1 1.5 KM W- OF JCT- ;iLSB 

2 SK 1 80 KM W. OF JCT. 16 

16 MB 7 27 KM K OF P.T.H. #l7 
25 MB 1 WEST OF P.T.H 141 
40 MB 2 24 KM E OF P.TH Iigl 

43 MB 16 32WE OF€ JGT. P . R W  
46 MB 16 24KMNOFP-T.H#l 

4 MB 1 4.0 KM E OF P R  *332 

43 ME 5 1.6 KM E OF P.T.H üZû 

60 MB 6 S. OF S. JCT. P R  8325 

63 MB 75 QI KM S. OFP. R ml0 
66 MB 2 EASTOFNESBllT 

67 MB 4 WEST OF SEUORKBRlffiE 
68 MB 320 CO- RTE SaKlRK BA TO P.R #20 
79 MB 1 4.3 K M  W. OF P.T.H. 1i5 
80 YB 16 0.8 KM E OF SASK BDRY. 

81 Me 13 2UltESSOFoAKvU.E 

W MB 50 1.3KMSOFP.R1265 

84 MB 10 3.8 KM S OF S JCT. MQA (EMELBERT) 
5 SK 11 50 KM S. OF RûAû TO OUNDURN 
B SK 1 as KM W. OF JCT- 
9 SK 16 1.5 KM MW. OF ORCAûlA 

11 SK 11 5 0  KM E OF JCT. 1W 
13 SK 7 ô.0KMEOFJCT.M 

tO SK 4 1.5 KM 5 OF GUSLYN 
22 SK 1 S K M E O F G R P m U  

28 SK 6 1.5 KMR s OF JCT. 
38 SK 38 NORTH OF UfïûN 
41 SK 41 KE OFABERO€EN 

44 SK 11 HE OF ROSMERN 
45 SK S E OF W t S O N  
75 SK IO r ao KM NE OF JCT. n 

MB S i r 4  
Praire Gmup 3 S K S ~ = O  

S i  Na Rovires Hi- 

13 ME 1 5 8  KM E OF P.T.H. irt2 

ô5 MS 1 OF MACCRKiOR 
74 MB t WEST OF OHTARlO BDRV. 
75 MB 317 EAST OF 6 9  



MB S i = 8  
P M e  Gmup 4 S K S ~  4 2  

s i  Na Prima HohwrV Loabbn 

t4 MB 12 3.7 WSWP.R*303 
24 MB 10 1.3KM K OFP-rH*.( 
20 MB 21 3.îKlllK O F F - r K û 2 4  
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Figure 5-13 
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5.8 Simiiarities in Hïgimay Trafüc Patterns in the Study Region 

The previous section demonstrated that many of Manitoba's and Saskatchewan's 

highways exhibit similar trafnc patterns and can be grouped together into TPGs. 

The similarities in seasonai t d i c  pattems at many of Manitoba's and Saskatchewan's 

sites are shown in more detail by severai graphs. Figures 5-14 (a)-(e) shows typical 

sites in Manitoba and Saskatchewan which exhiiit similar seasonal traftic patterns. 

As shown in Figure 5-14 (a), ail four of the sites in Prairie Group 1 exhibit very 

simiiar seasonal patterns, and aLi four of these sites are located near Wmipeg or 

Regina. 

The sites which beiong to Prairie Group 2 are shown in Figure 5-14 @). AU four of 

the sites also show close resemblance to one another. These sites are al1 located on 

major highways not adjacent to major population centers or recreational destinations. 

Likewise, Manitoba and Saskatchewan sites within the other groups includùig Prairie 

Groups 4, 5, and 6 also exhibit very similar patterns to one another (Prairie Groups 3 

and 7 consist only of Manitoba-based sites). 



Figure 5- 14 (a) - (e) 
Samoa1 Traîiic Patteras at Typical Manitoba and Srrhtcbewan Sites 
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5.9 Evaluation of GADT Estimates 

The next step is to investigate how the new TPGs affect the AADT estirnates for 

short-term counts in Manitoba. The evaluation is carried out by comparing the 

estimated AADT for a short-term count obtained from ushg the new TPG with the 

estimated AADT obtained nom using the existing TPG in Manitoba The estimated 

AADTs nom the two methods are compared to the actuai AADT to determine which 

estimate is more accurate. The next section describes the method of evaluation 

foliowed by an example application. 

5.9.1 Method of Evaluation 

The method of evaluation is based on using existing permanent counter data to 

develop sample short-comts Bef. 11. First, a permanent counter was temporarily 

rernoved fiom a known TPG in order to develop experimental samples of short 

counts; this permanent counter is referred to as a "'sample permanent counter", or 

"sample PCS" pef. 11. Next, the short-count is expanded to AADT using the new 

TPG and the old TPG. Since the actuai AADT at the sample PCS is known, the two 

AADT esbimates fkom the old and new TPGs are compared to the actual AADT to 

determine which method produces more accurate estimates. This procedure was 

repeated for all sample PCSs in Manitoba for each TPG. 

This procedure is summarized in the following steps: 

(1) generate short-counts nom existing permanent counter data; 
(2) estimate AADT fiom these short-counts ushg (i) the new TPGs and (ii) the 
current Manitoba-based TPGs; 
(3) compare the resulting AADTs with the actual AADT, and 
(4) discws results. 



The method of evaiuation is shown by an example. In this example, Station 16 is 

selected as the sample PCS. Station 16 is located on PTH 7 and beiongs to Rairie 

Group 2 (refer to Table 5-4 for a lia of permanent counters and their TPGs). Two 

randomly selected short-count periods were obtained fkom the sample PCS, Juiy 5 

and 6, 1995 (Monday and Tuesday) and August 28 and 29, 1995 (Wednesday and 

Thwsday). The trafnc volume counts during these periods are 3,810 vehicles and 

4374 vehicles, respectively. 

Based on this information, the AADT at this location is estimated using the following 

relationship: 

where VolsTc = the observed short-term count nafnc volume 
M T s r c  = the estimated AADT fkom the short-term count site 
Voli = the obsewed t r a c  volume at site "i" in the t r a c  pattern group 
AADTi = the AADT at site "i" in the tratnc pattem group 
n = the number of sites in the trafnc pattern group. 

Table 5-5 shows the estimated AADTs for sample PCS 16 based on the two short- 

count periods. 

Table 5-5 

Cornparison of Actuai and Estùnated AADT at Sample PCS 16 in Manitoba 

Estimateci Estimam 
Count period Volume M D 1  (Old) M O T  (New) 
July 5 and 6,1995 381 0 1400 1460 
August 28 and 29,1995 4574 1840 1820 
Estimated M O T  1620 1640 



Table 5-5 shows that there is only a slight ciiffierence in AADT estimates between the 

two methods. However, since the sample PCS is in fact a permanent counting station, 

its acnial AADT is known nom the continuously recordeci &c data at the site. The 

actuaL AADT at Station 16 is 1760 vehicles per day. The d y s i s  shows that the 

AADT (New) is closer to the actual AADT than the AADT (Old). This example 

indicates th the use of the new TPGs results in a better quality AADT estimate 

compared to the existing TPG. 

Similar evaluations were carried out for all sample PCSs in Manitoba in each of the 

new TPGs. The same short-count period was selected for ail sample PCSs. Tables 5- 

6 (a) - (g) show the results of the evaluation for each TPG. Each table shows the site 

which was sampled, the actual AADT of that site, the estimated AADTs using the 

new (NEW) and the existing (OLD) TPGs, and the percent ciifference between the 

estimated and actuai AADTs. The last column shows the method which produces the 

more accmte AADî estimate, based on the percent merence. A lower percent 

difference indicates tûat the estimated AADT is closer to the true value. 

These results are also shown in graphical form in Figures 5-15 (a) - (f) for Prairie 

Groups 1 to 6. Prairie ûroup 7 is not show in the graphs because both sites in tbis 

group were previously not assigned to any TPG, and therefore no cornparison to the 

previous method can be made. Each graph in Figure 5-15 shows the actual and 

estimated AADTs using the old and new TPGs. The 45-degree h e  on each graph 

represents the line where the estimated AADT is equal to the actual AADT. 



Table 5-6 (a) 

Cornparisou of Aetiid and E-ated AADTs for Prairie Croup 1 
L 

Table 5 4  @) 

Sampie site 

9820 
8780 
760 
4690 
6880 
22020 
3610 
14720 
11350 

Table 5-6 (c) 

Actual 
AAbr . 

7360 
7160 
790 
3880 
71 O0 
18670 
41 00 
14140 
14690 

I 1 1 

Cornparison of Actuai and Estiniated AADTs for Prairie Group 2 

Cornparison of Actual and Estimated AADTs for Prairie Croup 3 

-25.0% 
-1 8.4% 
4.0% 

-17.3% 
3.2% 

-14.3% 
13.6% 
-1 -9% 
29.4% 

* 
Sampie site 

16 
25 
40 
43 
46 
48 
49 
60 

63 ] 
66 
67 
68 
79 
80 
81 
83 
84 

Esümabd AART 
( O W  

7550 
7320 
800 
3980 
6950 
19310 
3950 
l4g60 

%Dillisrsnœ 
( 0 4  

- EstïmaWAADT 
(NEW) 

Amal 
A A M  

1 760 
2790 
750 
1580 
3070 
9900 
1670 
1280 
4580 
1310 
2060 
900 
51 80 
1210 
880 
780 
620 

-23-1 % 
-1 6.6% 
5.3% 

-15-1% 
1 -0% 

-123% 
9-4% 
1.6% 

%Dillsrsnce 
(OLD) 

-8.0% 
1 0.4% 
-27% 
-24-7% 
-1 0-1 % 
-5.4% 
-1 1 -4% 
-14.8% 
26% 

-16.0% 
14d % 
4.4% 
6.4% 
223% 
-1 1.4% 
-26% 

1 21 -0% 

Esürnateâ AADT 
(Om) 

1620 
3080 
730 
1190 
2760 
9370 
1480 
1090 
4700 
1100 
2350 
860 

4850 
1480 
780 
760 
750 

%Oitlbrisnœ 
( N W  

New 
Naw 
OM 
Nsw 
Nsw 
Naw 
Nsw 
New 

15190 1 33.8% 

Enhanced 
Mdhad 

Old 

Estimated AADT 
(NEW) 

1640 
3120 
750 
1220 
2810 
9530 
1510 
1150 
4900 
1250 
2200 
880 
4930 
1490 
846 
720 
71 O 

%OiffiHtnœ 
(NON) 

4.0% 
11 -8% 
0% 

-228% 
-8S% 
-3_7% 
-9.6% 
-1 0.2% 

7% 
4.6% 
6.8% 
-22% 
4.8% 
23.1% 
4.5% 
-7.7% 
14.5% 

Enhanced 
Metttod 

~ e w  
Old 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
New 
Old 
New 
Pkw 
Nsw 
Nsw 
Old 
Naw 
Old 
New 



Table 5-6 (ci) 

Cornparison of Actnd and Estunated AADTs for PrWie Croup 4 

Sampksite Adual EstimaWMDT % D i i n c e  Esb'maWAADT %Difl;emnœ Enhanced 
AAm (OW (-1 (NEW) (Nnnr) Mdhod 

1 L t 1 1 

14 2070 2750 -4.2% 2930 21% New T 

24 4570 4630 1.3% 4900 7.2% OH 
28 1090 1370 257% 1430 31 2% O# 
32 2650 2780 4.9% 2930 10.6% O# 
41 1110 1100 4-9% 1140 27% OU 
56 760 820 7.9% 780 26% New 
58 630 520 -1 7.5% 560 -1 1.1% New 
59 690 620 -10-1% 650 -5.8% Naw 

Table 5-6 (e) 

Comparison of Actuai and Estimated AADTs for Prairie Croup 5 

)~arn~lesite~ Anual 1 Estimateâ AADT 1 %ûiirence 1 tiomated AADT 1 %Direnœ 1 Enhanced 1 
I I I 

12 2960 2730 , 3070 3.7% New 
21 1120 970 -1 3.4% 990 -1 1.6% New 
78 8730 7330 -1 6.0% 741 0 -15.1 % New 
93 200 250 25.0% 260 30.0% Ofd 
96 1580 1680 6.3% 1680 6.3% No Diffizrence 
97 41 0 480 17-1% 480 17-1% No Diirenœ 

Table 5-6 ( f )  

Comparison of Actud and Estimated AADTs for Prnirie Gtoup 6 

Table 5-6 (g) 

Sample site 

Cornpuison of Actuai and Estimated AADTs for PrWe Group 7 

Aaual 
AAOT 

L 

72 
73 

EsümatedAAüT 
( O W  
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880 

Esbimakd AADT 
(NEW) 

%Diirenos 
cow 

Not assigned 
Nut assicincd 

%Diifence 
(NEW) 

Enhancd 
Method 

1 
1 

-6.8% 1 - 
3 

1 1 -4% - 

1 - 
- 

1510 
980 



Figure 545 
Graphitai Cornparison of Actuai and Estimated AADTs for Diacrent TPGs 
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5.11 Discussion of Results 

The foliuwing sumnarizes the d t s  of the analysis: 

78 percent of the sites in Prairie Group 1 showed better AADT estimates when the 
new TPGs were used; the remaining 22 percent showed better AADT estimates 
when the old TPGs were used, 
76 percent of the sites in Prairie Gmup 2 showed better AADT estimates when the 
new TPGs were used; the remaining 24 percent showed better AADT estimates 
when the old TPGs were d 
AU four of the sites in Prairie Group 3 showed no difference in the estimates for 
both methods. 
50 percent of the sites in Prairie Group 4 showed better AADT estimates when the 
new TPGs were use& the remaining 50 percent were better when the old TPGs 
were used- 
in Prairie Group 5, 50 percent of the sites showed better AADT estimates using 
the new TPGs; 17 percent were better when the old TPGs were wd, and the 
remaining 33 percent showed no difference in the two methods. 
In Prairie Group 6, 33 percent of the sites showed better AADT estimates when 
the new TPGs were used; 33 percent showed better AADT estimates when the old 
TPGs were use& and 33 percent showed no difference. 
The sites in Prairie Group 7 were not assigned to any TPG previously, so no 
cornparison can be made for these sites. 

Overd, the AADT estimates for 60 percent of the sites improved when the new 

TPGs are used for expansion, 25 percent of the sites improved when the old TPGs are 

wd, and the remaining 15 percent showed no difference in the two methods. AU of 

the sites in Prairie Group 3 showed no difference because the new and old TPGs in 

which they have been assigned consist of the same permanent cotmters, meaning that 

there is no change in the pattern in these groups h m  the old and new methods. 

The graphicd representation of estimated AADTs in Figures 5-15 (a) - ( f )  show that 

both the new and old TPGs produce similar estimates, hence, many of the data points 

overlap. However, based on the estimates fiom Tables 5-6 (a) - (g) it can be 

concluded that the AADT for the majonty of the sample sites improved when the new 

TPGs are used. 



The advantage of this method is that it simulates actual short-counts in Manitoba, and 

the evaluation of the new and old TPGs cm be coaducted based on these actuai 

counts* 

A shortcornhg of this methd is that the selection of the sample short-count is based 

on random samphg, and in this andysis ody two short-count periods were selected 

for each sample permanent counter to simulate actual field counts. The AADT 

estimates can vary if a ciiffiirent short-comt was selected for another period. Further 

analysis is required to analyze aii possible short-comt perîods and to determine the 

effect of these count periods on the redting AADT estimates. 

In addition, due to the nature of low volume roads and the nwnkr of these roads in 

the province, the resuits of this method can Vary particulady if the estimate is for a 

low volume road. The analysis is best suited for higher volume roads. 
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CHAPTER 6 

New Methodology for Assigning Short-Term 

Count Sites to TPGs and Control Stations 

This chapter develops a new procedure for assigning Manitoba's short-terni count 

sites to appropriate t d E c  pattern groups (TPGs) and control stations. 

6.1 introduction 

Short-ter- counts are expanded to AADT estimates ushg a control station or a TPG. 

In order to do this, the short-count site must first be assigwd to a control station ami a 

TPG which are most appropnate for that short-count site. The problem with this 

assignment process is that lmwre permanent counteis, the trafnc patterns at short- 

count sites are unknown. The short-count is typicaüy counted for a period of 48- 

hours twice during a given year, and based on these counts it can be dificuit to 

determine the rranic pattern at that site. 

This chapter develops a transparent procedure for assigning Manitoba's short-count 

sites to appropriate TPGs and control stations. 

6.2 The Current Method 

The cunent method for assigning short-couut sites to TPGs and control statioas 

involves identifyllig the short-count location on a map and relating this site to a 

control station and a TPG which are "believed to be" most representative of the short- 

count site. This procedure is based only on subjective human judgment which cm 

resuit in inconsistent assignments. In addition, this method is not transparent and the 

reason for selecting a particular TPG or control station for a short-count site is not 



recorded. As a result, poor quaiïty AADT estimates may be produced at those sites 

which were assigned to an inappropriate TPG d o r  control station. 

Other highway agencies @eE 6, 7J have expnessed simiiar concerns reguding the 

assignments of the egsting short-count sites in their jurisdictions. Highway agencies 

indicated that this is an area in which much of the uncertainty in AADT estimates on 

provincial highways mises. These highway agencies also indicated that it is clifficuit 

to jut@ the current assignments since the procedure of assigning short-counts to 

more appropriate TPGs was conducted many years ago and was not documented. It 

was indicated that a thorough review of short-terni count assignments to pattem 

groups shouid be conducted to conlïrm the current assignrnents. 

63 Review of Literature 

There has been little research in the area of detennining the most appropriate TPG 

and control station for a short-couat. The main contributors of research in this area 

have k e n  by Dr. S. Sharma and researchers fiom the University of Regina, and Dr. 

Gary Davis and researchers fiom the Univetsity of Minnesota. The existing Iiterature 

by these individuals indicates that in otder to produce diable and accurate estimates 

of AADT fiom short-count sites, large amounts of data are required. 

Sharma and Ailipuram pef. 21 developed a method for determining the TPG which 

best fits the pattern of trafnc counts taken at a short-term count site using Minnesota 

data. In tbis method, short-count sites are assigned to the most appropriate TPG 

based on an index of assignment effecbiveness (IAE). An IAE of 100 percent 

indicates that the short-count site was assigned to the correct eafnc pattern group, and 

an IAE of O percent means that the assignment is poor. This method is systematic, 

however it requires large arnounts of short-term count data to be effective in 

determining which TPG is most appropriate for a short-couat site. The study found 



that two OC more one-week duration counts would be needed to give an assignment 

effectivewss of greater tban 90 percent. 

Similar conc1usions were drawn by Davis (1996) met  41 who found that two full- 

week counts (Le. 14 days) h m  two different but weii-chosen months are needed to 

reiiably idenhiry the TPG to which a short-count belongs. Davis also found that three 

sets of five-day duration counts (Le. 15 days) consishg enfirely of weekdays gave 

unreliable results. 

in these studies, it was found that in order to pmduce reliable and accurate estimates 

of AADT h m  short-count sites, large arnounts of data are required. Based on this 

iiterature review, the current short-count program in Manitoba which is typicdy of 

two 48-hour duration counts is not appropriate for deteîmining what is the best TPG 

which fits the pattem at the short-count site. More short-counts durhg different times 

of the year to provide a seasonally baianced tra£Ec volume sample would be required 

to determine the actual traBc pattern at any short-count site m e t  21. As a result, the 

assignment of short-count sites to TPGs and contml stations has to be based on other 

characteristics of the short-count site. This chapter develops a new '%amparent'' 

methodology for assignuig short-count sites to TPGs and control stations. 

6.4 Development of a New Assigiiment Methodology 

The proposed method of assignment is based on the geographic characteristics of the 

highway on which the short-count site is located, and does not utilize data that bas 

been collected fkom the short-count site. 

To develop the new method, the geographic characteristics of permanent counting 

stations and the ttatFic patterns at these sites are first examined. The analysis in 

Chapter 5 found that many permanent counteis in the same WG exhibit similar 

geographic characteristics. For example, PTH 1 (TramCanada highway) which runs 



West of Winnipeg, through Regina, and m e r  west across Canada exhibits 

moderately higher summer traffc cornparcd to winter t r a c ,  and a steady increasing 

hourly pattern which is relatively the same for both weekdays and weekends. This 

pattern can be found dong the sections of PTH 1 which do not lie adjacent to 

population centers. The sections of highways which lie adjacent to population centers 

are characterized by relatively flat seasonal pattems, and hi& moming and aflemoon 

peaking characteristics. Highways which lead to m d y  mational  destinations are 

characterized by very high summer peaks, and weekend trafnc volumes which are 

higher than week&y t r a c  volumes. Similarly, the patterns on other highways can 

also be chanicterized by their geographic locations. Table 5-3 in Chapter 5 describes 

the geographic characteristics of the permanent counting stations in each of the TPGs. 

ï h i s  finding was also shown by Lucas (1996) who indicated that many of Manitoba's 

permanent counters which are located on similar geographic locations exhibit the 

same trafEc pattem. Hence, knowledge of the geographic characteristics of a site are 

usefid in determinhg the most appropriate TPG and control station for a short-count 

site. 

Based on these site characteristics, the proposed method is developed by applying the 

same kwwledge about short-count site locations to determine the most likely trafnc 

pattern which can be observed at that site. This method involves identifjhg the 

short-count site on a map and determinhg its geographic location, such as its 

proximity to population centers, recreational destinatiom, or whether it lies on a route 

that serves longer trip purposes, for example PTH 1. 

Once the geographic characteristics of a site has been detemiiwd, the method guides 

the user through several steps in order to select the most appropriate TPO and control 

station for that short-count site. 



The proposed method is best show by a flowchart, which can guide a user through 

the entire assignment process. These flowcharts are shown in Figures 6-1 (a) and (b), 

the steps are summarized below: 

Identm the shortcount site on a provincial highway map. 
Determine its location relative to activity areas such as the City of Winnipeg, 
other population centers (Dauphin, Roblin), and ~crrational destinations 
(Whitesheii Provincial Park, beach areas, Riding Mountain National Park). 
Detemiine if the short-count site is located on a route that leads to one or more of 
these activity areas by referring to the highway map. 
Determine if there are any major htetsections that lie between the shott-count site 
and the activity area. (This procedure assumes that trafic patterns can change at 
an intersection since aafnc can either enter or exit h m  the highway at this 
location, therefore creating a different trafEc pattern). 
Based on the above information, assign the short-m.int site to the indicated TPG 
and select the control station which lies closest to the short-count site that also 
exhibits the same ûafEc pattem. 

'This method can be shown by an example. Consider short-count Station 1 165 located 

on Highway 17, 2.4 kilometers east of PTH 7 as shown in Figure 6-2. In order to 

select the most appropriate TPG for this site, the user begins by referring to Flowchart 

1 shown in Figure 6-1 (a). The steps in the assignment process are described below: 

1s the STC located on a route which le* directiy to PTH 100/101 (the perimeter 
highway surrounding Wipeg)? - No. 
1s the STC located on a route that is directly comected to another route which 
leads to PTH 100/10 1 ? - No. 
Go to Chart 2. 
Locate population centers (other than the City of Winnipeg) that lie closest to the 
STC location - in this case, the town of  Tedon, Miitoba is located closest to 
the short-count site. 
1s the STC located on a route that leads directly to one or more of the above 
population centers? - Yes. 
1s there an intersection between the STC location and the population center? - No. 
1s the STC located on a route that also leads to a tecreational destination? - Yes. 
Based on the iill~wers which were provided, the flowchart identifies the most 
appropriate TPG for Station 1 165 to be Prairie Group 5. 
To select the control station for Station 1 165, four immediate choices are apparent 
- Stations 16,4, 75 and 76, as shown on the map. Since the short-count site has 
already been assigned to Prairie Group 5 and none of the four permanent counters 
exhibit this pattern, no control station is assigned to this site. 



Figure 6-1 (a) 

ETowcbawt 1 for Assigning Short-Count Situ to TPGs and Control Shtiou 



Figure 6-1 (b) 

Fiowchsrt 2 for ~~ Short-Comt S b  to Appropriate TPGs and Control 
Statioas 



Figure 6-2 
Location of Short-Tm Counüng Stitrorr 1165 and Sunounding Conbol Stations 

Fîgure 6-3 
m m p k  Assîgnment of Short-Tenn Counting Stations ta TPGs and Controt Stations 



Other short-count sites in the same area are shown in Figure 6-3. The same procedure 

was used to select the most appropriate TPG and contml station for these sites, and 

these are shown in Figure 6-3. in this figure, each colour represents a dinerent TPG 

and the ntllllber labeled beside the short-count site represents the control station which 

was selected for that site. As shown, the rnajority of the sites that lie ou highways 

closest to the Winnipeg Beach area, for example on PTH 9 and PR 232, are assigned 

to Prairie Gmup 6 which exbibits the highest seasonal rise of aii the groups. These 

routes are used mainly for summer recreational travel. The sites represented by the 

green stars indicate a moderate degree of seasonal variation and belong to Prairie 

Group 3, for example PTH 8. These routes serve longer trip purposes as well as carry 

a significant component of summer trafnc. Other sites which Lie closest to popdation 

centers for example, Teulon, Manitoba, are assigned to Prairie Group 4 which has a 

flat seasonal pattern, m d  higher aflemoon peaks during the weekday representhg 

more of a cornmuter pattern. 

This example shows that the new method can be used to assign short-count sites to 

appropriate TPGs and control stations. The advantages of the propsed method are: 

Sites can be systematicaily and efficiently assigned to the most appropriate TPG 
and control station; 
The selection of a TPG and control station for any short-count site can be better 
jristined; 
A de-base can be maintainecl which keeps a record of the d e s  that were used to 
assign a particuiar short-count site to a TPG and a control station. 

0 The de-base can be modifiai to finther refine the assignment process. For 
example, one method of enhancing the de-base is by involving trafnc engineers 
fkom different districts to incorporate knowledge about routes in the different 
districts. 

The disadvantages of this method are: 

The new method requires some judgment on the part of the analyst in selecting an 
appropnate control station. Further research should be conducted to relate short- 
comt sites to control stations. 
The new method is based on TPGs that were developed fiom 1995 permanent 
counter data. These tdEc  patterns should be evaiuated periodicdy and if any 
new tmfEc patterns emerge the d e s  must be modified to take this into account. 



The assignment process is not based on actuai couat &ta. in order to ver@ the 
assignments, more short-comts over different seasons would be re<luired. 
The new method assumes thrn the aafnc patterns can change at an intersection, 
and hence cm assign two sites located on the same highway on either si& of an 
intersection to dZfkrent TPGs. In reaüty, the tranic patterns at the two sites may 
not be different, Judgment shouid be d e  for sites which fall hto this category. 

6.5 Assigning Short-Term C o i n t  Sites asing the New Method 

The new method was used to assign the 2013 short-count sites in Manitoba to a TPG 

and control station. Appendix D lists the new assignments as weU as the former 

assignments for each short-count site. In this method, permanent couuters based in 

Manitoba and Saskatchewan could be assigned as control stations. In those cases 

where a Saskatchewan-based control station is selected, a second control station based 

in Manitoba was also identined to faciltate funne cornparisons between both 

methods. This diffiers h m  the previous method which only uses Manitoba-based 

permanent counters as control stations. 

Figure 6-4 shows a fîequency *ph of the n u m k  of short-count sites which were 

assigned to each new TPG. This figrire shows that the majority of Manitoba's short- 

count sites are assigned to Prairie Group 2 (27 percent) and Prairie Group 4 (25 

percent). Prairie Group 2 (PG2) consists of highways which have a moderate 

seasonal rise and steady tratnc throughout the weekdays and weekends. These 

highways are not located close to population centers or recreationai destinations, 

rather they sewe mainiy longer trip purposes. Examples hclude PTH 1, PTH 75, 

PTH 59, and other provincial t& highways that serve longer trip purposes. 

Prairie Group 4 (PG4) consists of highways that Lie adjacent to rural population 

centers such as Neepawa (MB), Roblin (MB), Prince Albert (SK), Yorkton (SK), and 

other rurai population centers. 



h addition, a significant number of sites are aiso located within towns (TOWN). 

Currentiy, town counts are not expanded to AADT using the same method as short- 

term counts because there are no control stations that are located within towns. Town 

Figure 6-4 

Fnqaency of Short-Count Sites' Assigunents to TPGs 

PGl PG2 PG3 PG4 PGS PG6 PG7 T O M  

Traffic Pattern Group (Tm) 

counts are reported at the end of the year as the acnial counts (tube counts are 

corrected first using the axle correction factor) divideci by the number of days when 

the count was conducted. 

The least f'requently assigned TPG is Prairie Group 7, which represents a unique 

pattern found in Nortbem Manitoba near The Pas. 

Figure 6-5 shows a kquency graph of the number of short-count sites which are 

assigned to each control station. This figure shows that the most commoniy assigned 

control station is Station 14 located on PTH 12, 3.7 kilometen south of PR 303, and 



which belongs to Prairie Group 4. This foilows f?om the previous graph which 

showed that Prairie Group 4 was one of the most fiequently assigned TPGs. 

Figure 6-5 

Frequency of Short-Count Sites' Assigmnenb to Control Stations 

m e r  fkquently assignecl controi stations include Station 58 (&-percent, belongs to 

Prairie Group 4), 21 (six-percent, belongs to Prairie Group 5) and 28 (five-percent, 

belongs to Prairie Group 4). The t h  least fkquentiy assigned control stations were 

Station 9 (Prairie Group l), Station 68 (Prairie Group 2), and Station 97 (Prairie 

Grow 5). 

Based on the new method, 1 t out of the 2,013 short-count sites in Manitoba were 

identifïed as having a more appropriate control station wbich is located in 

Saskatchewan. Most of these sites are located on routes which lead to the Duck 

Mountain Provincial Padc and have been assigned to Station 92 in Saskatchewan, 

which is aiso located on a route (Highway 57) that leads to the same destination. 



Hence, Station 92 was selected as king the most appropriate control station for these 

short-count sites. 

During the re-assignment process, s e v d  pmblerns were found with the existing 

24 percent of the sites had no control station identined. 
21 percent of the sites were assigned to a TPG which did not match that of its 
control station, 
6 percent of the sites were assigneci to a control station which had been removed. 

Finaiiy, engineering judgment must be used in order to identify a more appropriate 

TPG andor control station for any particular site. The d e s  are meant to be used as a 

systematic method of assigning the numerous short-count sites in Manitoba to a TPG 

and control station that best reflects that of the short-count site based on its 
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CHAPTER 7 

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations 

7.1 Summary 

This research investigated thçee ways of enhancing AADT estimates on Manitoba's 

provincial highways: (1) utilizing human-intervention techniques to systematically 

evaluate provincial highway AADT estimates, (2) enhancing traf35c pattern groups by 

uskg an expandeci permanent counter database, and (3) developing a transparent 

methodology for assigning shortcount sites to the most appropriate trafic pattem 

group and control station. 

The three humamintervention techniques that were presented in this research included 

visual route consistency checks, cornparison of current year AADT eshates with 

histoncal AADT estimates, and intersection balancing. These methods aiiows AADT 

estimates to be systematicaiiy evaluated, which in tum leads to the production of 

better quality AADT estimates. 

The second technique for enhancing AADT estimates was based on developing new 

TPGs for the region consisting of the provincial highway network in Manitoba and 

Saskatchewan. This idea was based on the premise that traf6c pattems on a highway 

are affiected by the transprtatioa, activity, and flow systems within the region and not 

by a political boundary that separates the two provinces. This research found that the 

new TPGs can improve AADT estimates for short-count sites in Manitoba. 

Third, the research developed a transparent method for assigning short-count sites to 

TPGs and control stations. Appropriate trafnc pattem groups and control stations are 

necessary to produce estimates of AADT which reflect acnial highway f l c  

volumes. The former procedure is manuai, highly subjective, not weii-documented, 



and c m  result in inconsistent assignments. The new method employs a de-based 

procedure to ident* the most appropriate TPG and control station for Manitoba's 

short-comt sites. This method is transparent, efficient, and produces consistent 

results. 

As part of this research, a m e y  of tranic data needs was conducted to determine the 

engineering needs for AADT estimates and related tratfic data in the traasportation 

profession in Manitoba and how well the current M H T I S  is serving the needs of these 

t d c  data users. The survey showed that AADT was the single most important 

trafic statistic to these individuais, and is consïdered essential for planning, design, 

and construction of highways, prioritizing projects, and for implementing appropriate 

tr&c control devices. 

7.2 Conclusions 

1. AADT estimates that are produced through the current MHTIS cm be 
systematically evaluated using human-intervention techniques. These techniques 
allow the identification of inconsistent AADT estimates, and can be automated to 
m e r  improve the efficiency in checking these nwnbers. This is an 
improvement over the cumnt system where no formal documented methods for 
evaluating AADT estimates have been made. 

2. AADT estimates can be improved in quaiity by utiüzing the new TPGs developed 
nom Manitoba and Saskatchewan permanent counter data. The new aafnc 
patterns are more representative of actual highway tratFc patterns in this region, 
hence, dowing AADT estimates to be improved. 

3. Manitoba's short-count sites can be assigned to appropriate TPGs and control 
stations using a more transparent de-based procedure as describeci in this 
research. This procedure is reproducible and does not require subjective human- 
judgment to ideni.@ appropriate TPGs and control stations for the numerous 
short-count sites in Manitoba. 

4. The survey of td i ïc  data needs indicated that more users require more truck- 
related data in their fhctiom. Currently, there is a lack of available and reliable 
truck data in the province. Many users Uidicated tbat more truck data, including 
vehicle classifications, vehicle weights, and truck percentages is required because 



many decisiors are currentiy king based on assumed values, and not on a c t d  
truck data on Manitoba's provincial highways. 

5. Based on the s w e y  of t d E c  data needs, the majority of WZic data users are less 
interesteci in traffic data on low volume roads. In general, these users consider 
roads to be of low volume ifthe AADT is less thaa 300 vehicIes per &y. Because 
of the nature of t d f ï c  on low volume mads, these users codd tolerate a greater 
degree of uncertainty in t r a c  estimates for these roads compareci to higher 
volume mads, 

Based on the research, the foilowing recomniendations are made: 

The human-intervention techniques presented in this research should be 
automated to facilitate efficient evaluation of AADT estimates. 

More research should be conducted to develop formal, systematic cornputer-based 
human-intervention methods to evaiuate AADT estimates fkom short-term counts 
as weli as permanent counters in order to m e r  enhance the quality of AADT 
estimates on Manitoba's provincial highways. 

Further research should also be conducted to evaluate other traffic estimates 
produced through the MHTIS, including ASDT, percent trucks, and 30th highest 
hotu percentages. 

An integrated tmflic monitoring system should be developed for Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan. The need for more accurate WC estimates continue to grow 
over time as trafEc data usen are becoming more concemed over the quaiity 
rather than quantity of tiafnc data. One of the ways in which better quaiity 
AADT estimates cm be achieved is by developing an integrated trafEc 
monitoring system. 

An integrated system should be developed which can (1) improve the current level 
of WC data quality on the region's provincial highways, as was shown in this 
research, and (2) reduce tratnc monitoring costs. Better quality t r a c  data can be 
obtained by joining efforts for àata coIIection and incorporating a standardized 
method for data analysis and repotting. T r a c  monitoring costs can be reduced 
by removing existing count sites, and counting at fewer sites oniy where 
necessary. A joint system such as this c m  provide enhanced and highly usefid 
trafnc information which is criticai for the operation of highway agencies. 
Possibilities for integration with other jurisdictions including the City of 



W i p e g  Streets and Tmsportation Department, North Dakota, Minnesota, and 
Ontario should also be considered, 

The transparent methodology for assigning short-term cotmting stations to 
appropriate tmnic pattern p u p s  and control stations that was piesenteci in this 
thesis should be validateci and refined by invoIving input nom tratnc engineers in 
each district- 

The trafnc patterns at short-term count sites shouid be confirmed by conducting 
these counts during diffeiwt times of the year to obtain a seasondy balanced 
sample of short-counts. 

More truck data on major proviocial highways is needed to serve the needs of 
many trSc data users. Cunently the= are 15 A V C m  sites in the province, 
and MDHT has recently purchased several new AVCs to increase coverage of 
classif?cation count sites in Manitoba. These counters shouid be installed on 
routes which carry higher volumes of truck trafEc. 

An improved method of obtaining reliable truck data h m  weigh-in-motion sites 
should be developed to d o w  better use of the &ta tbat is coilected fiom these 
sites, 

Low volume roads should be counted less fkqyently since the majority of traffic 
data users are less interested in t&c estimates on these roads. Ln 1993, the 
Design report recomrnended that MDHT to count on low volume roads on a five 
year cycle due to the inherent variability in tdXc volume at these locations. 
Since then, MDHTs short-count program has been changed and currently roads 
with AADTs of less than 200 vehicles pet day are counted once every four years. 
However, as indicated in the ne& siirvey, this counting plan st i l l  exceeds the 
needs of the majority of eanic data usets. A five year counting cycle on roads 
with less than 300 vehicles pet day wouid be adequate for the purposes of most of 
these trafFc &ta users. This would permit more resources to be docated for 
coliectiDg and pmcessïng trafnc estimates on higher volume roads- 

The tratfic data needs of users should be periodically reviewed to (1) assess the 
performance of the MHTIS, and (2) keep infonned about the current trafEc data 
needs of users. This will allow areas of improvement and change to be identified 
in order for the system to better meet the needs of t a c  data users in Manitoba. 
In this way, better quality t Y c  data estirnates c m  be provided and unnecessary 
data can be eliminated, and the adequacy and level of coverage of the current 
traftic counting program can be assessed. 

More research in the statistical area should be conducted to M e r  enhance trafic 
estimates on provincial highways. 



APPENDIX A 

Seasonal Traffic Variations at Permanent Counters in 

Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure A-1 

Seasonal Traffic Variations at Permanent Counters in Manbba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Seasonal Traf'fic Variations at Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure A-1 (continueci) 

Seasonai TraRc Variations at Permanent Counten in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure A-1 (continued) 

Seasonal TMïc Variations at Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure A 4  (continueci) 

Seasonal Trs& Variations at Permarted Counten in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure A-1 (continued) 

Seasonal Traffic Variations at Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure A-1 (continued) 

Seasonal Traffic Variations at Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure A-1 (continued) 

Seasonai Traffïc Variations at Permanent Counteers in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure A-? (continued) 

Seasonal Trafiic Variations a Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure A-1 (con tin ued) 

Seasonal Trafic Variations a Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure A-1 (continwd) 

Seasonal Traffic Variations at Permanent Counters in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure A-1 (continued) 

Seasonal Traffïc Variations a Permanent Counten in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure 6-7 

Average Hourfy Traffïc Variations (Weekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure 6-1 (conn'nued) 

Average Hourfy Tnffc Variations (Weekdays and Wokends) at Permanent Counters 
h Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure 8-1 (continued) 

Average Hou* Trafiic Variations (Weekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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figure 8-1 (continued) 

Average Hourfy Traffïc Variations (W&kdays and Wekends) at Permanent Counten 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure 6-1 (continueci) 

Average Houriy Trafic Variations ONeekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Average Hourly Traffic Variations Weekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure 0-1 (continued) 

Average Hourty Trafic Variations (Weekdays and Weekends) at Pemnent Counten 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure B-1 (continuai) 

Average Hourly T r a c  Variations W k d a y s  and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure B-1 (wntinued) 

Average Hourly Traffic Variations (Weekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counterç 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure 6-1 (continueci) 

Average Hourly Traffic Variations (Weekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure B-1 (continued) 

Average Houdy Trac Variations (VVeekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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Figure 0-1 (continued) 

Average Hourfy Traffic Variations (Vlleekdays and Wl~ekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1 995) 
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Figure 6-1 (continued) 

Average Houriy Traffic Variations (Weekdays and Weekends) at Permanent Counters 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan (1995) 
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APPENDIX C 

Ovewiew of the New Trafk Pattern Groups 



Ovemew of the New TdEc Pattern Groaps 

A field m e y  was undertaken to provide an overview of the most common trafnc 

patterns on Manitoba's and Saskatchewan's provinciai highways. This survey was 

conducted on a typid weekend and weekday in lanuary. The following photographs 

and notes in Figures C-1 to C-3 show the bighlights of this swey. 

Figure c-1 
Eumpks of Typicai Prrine Groap 1 Routes 

Dwxiptbn: Fgum Cl (a) shows PTH 100 (aie 
penmstbr hghway) muth of the Ci of Winnipeg. 
Manitoba at 4pm on a typical d r y -  
Type of &- P a d ,  44m di- highwey- 
Functional üass: Gcpressway- 
W d a y  trafic On weekdays, this highway carrias 
mainîy cornmutsr bomc m i n  the city of Winnipag. 
The peaktimas ofthedayinwhith ttie highestüafiïc 
volumes o#ur is b&mm 7-9 am and 4-6 pm. 
~ n d ~ l h e s a m e t y p e o f p a t W n c p n b e  
founâ on this route on woekeds. Them is steady 
inabasing tnmc througîtout the wsskend, 
Surveysd volumes: On a typa1 weeicday in January 
bshnssn 4-5pm. then a n  1100 vehidas (cMbinsd 
dimaion), and on a typial weaicerid during the 
petiod, them are 3ûû vehidss. 

1 Dsscn'ptbirr Fqum Gf (b) shows a photo of Highway 
#l jwt west of the City of Regina. Saskatchswan at 
8am an a typical riimskday. 

1 Type of raad: Paved. M n e  divided hqhway. 
1 Fundional chms: Expressway- 
I Wekday~Onweekdays.ttiisroutearriasa 

sgnikant proportion of commutur tnmc within the 
down of Regina and ûe!ween Regina and Moose Jaw. 
SK. The psPiks periods are bawssn 7-9 am and 4-6 
Pm- 
\Illbdrand tnnic: Abo consh of mainly cornmuter 
tnmc, and runains sîeady thioughout the day. Peaks 
are not as apparent as during wemkdays- 
Sumyeci volum: On a typiiul weekday in January 
betwwn 89am. tham are 820 vehiclss (cornbineci 
dirsction), and on a typical wasksnd during the same 
period, thsm are 460 vehicks, approximately half the 



Figure C-2 

Erpmpks of Typical Prairie Groap 2 Routes 

W n :  Fqum C-2 (a) shows a photo of PTH 5, 
north of PR 265 in Manitoba at Spm. 
T m  of road: Paved, Z-iane u n d i i  roaô- 
Fundional dass: Arterïal. 
Waekday tnffcr Ste* tmfficvolume throughout tfm 
dayt 
Weekend -cc S m  as weakday pattem- 
Seasonal Wfk Modefateiy high s u m r  riset- 
Survsyad volumes: 80 vehicbs bstiiusan 56pm on a 
wtiskday, and 58 vehkbs on tha weaksnd 

ûasaïphnr F ~ u m  C-2 (b) shows a photo of Highway 
1 O. W of Highway 22 in Saskatchewan at 10am. 
Type of ma& Paved, 24ane undinndad highway, 
Fundional dau: Arterial- 
W&&day tr& Steady tmflic volumes throughout the 
W. 
WMcend traiiïc Same as wsekday m m .  
Seasonal tiaffic: ModemWy high summar rise. 
Surveyed volumes: 130 vehiclas between 10-1 1 am an 
a Wbbkday, and 11 0 vehides on the &end. 



Figure C-3 

Eumples ofTypicai Prairie Croup 4 Routes 

-ptiow ~ q u r e  C-3 (a) shows PTH 5.1 kn narai 
of the tom of Neepawa, Manitoh on a whakday at 
ml- 
Type of road: Paved, 2-liane, u n d i i  highway- 
Fundional dus: Msriîl. 
W a y  t m f k  Highest b?fiic volumer occur dunng 
the weekday aftemaons. bawbsn 4bpmc 
Wedrand tiaflic: Steady irt~hases thmughout the day, 
no ddined paaks. 
Seasonal ûafiic: Flat seasonal variation- 
Sufveyed mlum: 196 vehides bawhan 56pm on a 
weeicday, and 140 w h i i  on a weekend. 

m n :  Fqum C-3 (b) shom Wghway 10 outside 
of Yorkîon. Saskatchewan at 1 1 arn, 
Type of e- Paved, 24- u n d i i  highway. 
Fundonal dass: Atterial- 
Waskday tnmc: W g M  M c  volumes acair during 
the wsakday aftemoons, beheen 4-6 pm- 
Wcsksnd M c  Steaây increases thmughout the day. 
no dsfined psaks. 
Seasonal Wtk mat seasonal vafWon. 
Surveyed volumes: 290 vshidas bshivsen 11-12 noon 
on a wadrday. and 190 vehicks on the d e n d .  



List of Short-Tenn Counting Stations' Assignrnents 

to Trafic Pattern Groups and Control Stations 



Table 0-1 



Table D-1 (continued) 



Table 0-1 (continued) 



Table D-1 (continuecl) 



Table 0-1 (conünued) 



Table û-1 (continueci) 



Table D-1 (continued) 



Table 0-1 (continueci) 





Table 0-1 (çontinued) 



Table 0-1 (amtinued) 



Table 0-1 (continued) 



Table O-1 (continueci) 



Table 0-1 (continued) 





Table D-1 (çontinued) 



Table D-1 (continued) 



Table D-1 (continueci) 



Table D-1 (continued) 



Table 0-1 (continued) 



Table 0-1 (continueci) 



Table D-1 (continued) 



Table D-1 (continueci) 



Table 0-1 (continueci) 



APPENDIX E 

Cluster Analysis Reçu tts 



The foiIowing program shows the SAS program code used for performing cluster anaiysis 
on the permanent counter data based on its' monthly traftic patteras. This program 
requires the input variables to be the 12 monthly factors for each permanent counter for 
grouph& 

DATA MGROUP; 
INFILE 'C: \SAS\SASDATA\cMs~ .PRN'  LRBCL=200; 
JXPüT STNNO $ Mi M2 M3 M 4  MS M 6  M7 M 8  M9 M I 0  MI1 Ml2; 
CARDS; 

PROC PRINT D ~ = M G R O O P ;  
PROC UUSTER METHOD=WARD; 

VAR M i  M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 M8 M9 Ml0 M U  Mï2; 
ID STNNO; 

PROC TRE33 HORIZONTAL SPACES=2; 
ID STNNO; 

RUN; 

The SAS Ç y s t e m  
Ward's W m u m  Variance Cluster nn;llysis 

Gigemnïues of the Covariance M a t r u c  

Cumulative 

Wardvs Miaim~l Variance Clwter Analysis 

Root-Mean-Sguare Total-Sample Standard Deviation = 0.L4439 
Root-Mean-Square Distance B e t w e e n  Observations = 0 ,707362  

Number  Prequency 
of of New Semipartial 

Cluseers --Clustcrs Joined-- Cluster R-Squared R-Squared Tie 



SI0 
M28 
53 9 
SS 
Mr4 
s2 
CL83 
M68 
S3 4 
M81 
a 7 9  
s44 
M96 
M60 
ml3 
SIS 
a 7 3  
S42 
M 7 2  
S91 
s9 
-67 
CL59 
a 7 8  
M66 
CL70 
CL68 
s45 
a 8  5 
S21 
S46 
S3 6 
S U  
CL57 
CL55 
543 
CL72 
SI6 
Mao 
-8 
CL43 
S7 
CL48 
a 4 5  
-3 
M74 
M83 
58 
CL39 
CL46 
CL47 
SI? 
m3 
CL32 
54 0 
CL69 
a44 
aI34 
a 2 0  
C W 8  
M63 
CL26 
CL29 
CL22 
CL16 
M65 
CL27 



ars  
s74 
592 
571 
QIU 
s47 
S14 
as 
CL4 




